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Legislation that passed
ASBSUsenators passed two pieces
of legislation Tuesday unanimous-
ly. Senate Bill Number 11, title-d
"Funding For 'Voices for a Solution,'
a Candlelight Vigil" is a direct prod-
uct of recent events concerning in-
tolerance and racial ignorance.
The legislation asks for ASBSU to
give $350 to help fund a student-or-
ganized candlelight vigil in conjunc-
tion with "No Oppression Tolerated"
on campus.
Senator Dawson said' students
need a forum to be able to get to-
gether and talk about these issues.
Dawson hopes students will contin-
ue to openly discuss issues regard-
ing student safety on the Boise State
Campus.
Senate Bill Number Seven, titled
"PoetrySlarn and Poetry Workshop,"
BY BARRY FRANKLIN
AND CEAN SIEGEL
Arbiter Staff
Students, faculty and commu-
nity members flocked to the Quad
'fuesday for the "No Oppression
Tolerated" rally, and listened to
student representatives speak out
against hate and oppression.
Associated Students of Boise
State University, in conjunction
with other organizations put on
the rally in response to an attack
last week in which a student on
the Boise River Greenbelt said
he was assaulted because of his
sexual orientation.
Other recent reports of discrimi-
nation and intolerance on campus
also prompted Tuesday's event, or-
ganizers said.
ASBSU Pro Tern Amy Ortmann,
challenged.students . and . ad-
minlstration.jto be involved In-
creating \ a:, safe environment
on campus. ..... .' '. ._
"I realize YOl.Larehurt;l am·here.
I am willing to be part of the solu-
tion," Ortmann said.
. The messages from nearly all the
calls for $2,000 from ASBSU and will
sponsor the poetry slam event and
educational workshop featuring
Shihan and Boise State University
Students on Jan. 18, 2007.
Shihan was the National Poetry
Slam Champion. in 2004 and has
placed in the top five since 2001. He
will lead a two-hour workshop and
"promote diverse communities that
foster faculty, staff and student in-
teraction:
Senator Getecha said the poetry
slam would be both educational and
entertaining for students.
Legislation sent to COJl1111ittee
Senate Bill number 10, titled
"Amendment to Article X ASBSU
Senate Rules of Procedures," was
sent to the Internal Committee of
Ways and Means. Sen. Cyndi Blue,
speakers-were similar. However, "Take your campus back,"
Senior Resident ..Advis\?t Sean Laliberte said.
Connolly felt the .Individuals who Liillb~rte said the BSU staff is
needed the message most were not alsowotking on a panel (ijs(;ussion
in attendance.j.t-« ' " .;.-' , where University Presidenf:,Bob
"It's the peopJewho aren't here to- Kustra Will be invQlved~;;Thf.Panel
day who are the ones who are.caus- is s~t to lake place the)veek of NoV;
ing this violence, who are. causiilg 27, and students are)nyited. to.'par.
this hate," Connolly said. '. tlcipate. Additionally" :aSU • radio,
Whitney Johnson, member of the the University Pulse.Is interested in
Organization for Gender equality providing another opportunity for
and education, spoke out against the discussion.
current lack of policy regarding stu- "As far as Student Radio is con-
dent safety. .' cerned, we want an open-forumpn
"Agag must have been placed over hate :oilcampus,". Rciber(jrmond,
our administr~tiol\'s ..nio~1hs hlso, :' gene~"" .' manager ~f';Student
since it had to getto this point before Radio said. C ·We h~ve.i certain
anything was done. or heard of, of' rights.that.ar~ours to. demand ...
the extreme hate here at Boise State citizens' rights, and' citizens'
University," Johnson said. "The slo- responsibilities, for all and not
gan 'No Oppression Tolerated' are just for ourselves."
just words, wemustchangeourpoli- Despite the tension on campus,
cles, our actions and our stance as a thi~d year studentJuan M?rales said
l1niverslty." . '. '" \ he sti11niainialrts a pos\.tive attitude
-Vice Preslde.nt fo~ Sniderit Affairs abput dlyersity aiB,SU;.· _..•..; .......'
Michael I,.all1:lerte\satd t~e:rac- .1'When I see ;this campus, ",hat
ultyHas been~orldngon thet~l1y I 'enVision ...is .••·dlfferent .cultures,
'since ·.its-Inception. ~He\thlnks'diffenint languages,' dilierent peo-
students look to the fac~lty! for pie coming together, standing for
waternal support, andiurges what it.is·.tbat they feel is right,"
students to take action. . '.j Morales said!
til . <>t> ii ·f) /.; ....\;> i;ii. ,;>'
O\J~sdaY'sral!y,p~~k~di:t,~~ Quad witW:~Gh9reds of
leQmmu.nl~Ym~mb.~rI;, f~¢9Ity m~ S-'flOg stu".~nts
~t!1C1.4Pi6g···Mi~H~eVfit!np'1ani,J~ft;i~Wb,._d,~',.i1§}';:'~!~i.J:i·;i
lIt's a good start, but one rally is not going to do It.
As long as they [ASBSUJ follow through, this will 'J.) j;
be a good thing." - -
- ,
BIZTECH I
~~~i
Learn why you should be
thinking about retirement
savings now, and read our 101
guide to dorm stereo systems.
OPINION
PAGE 6
Check out a guest opinion
response to Mike Esposito's
recent article about staff
Involvement In student
activities. Also, students debate
the fallout of an attack on the
Greenbelt last week..'
, ....
",J' CULTURE
"
",.'. ,
The Arbiter takes you Inside
the "Fade to Red" art exhibit
In the Student Union Building
promoting AIDS/HIV awareness.
SPORTS
PAGE 10
Get an update on Ian Johnson's
health and a preview of the
Utah State football game.
ARBITERONLINE.COM
Culture Editor Daniel Kedlsh
and Assistant Culture Editor
Katrina Savitz return with "The
Dish" to update what's topping
the box office, music charts
and television's hottest shows.
Tune In to get the scoop on
entertainment news.
WEATHER
MONDAY
High: 52F / Low 39F
TUESDAY
High: 45F / Low 34F
'.Fl·
!
WEDNESDAY
High: 51F / Low 42F
ON CAMPUS----------------------------
THURSDAY
Great American Smokeout
The Quad. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
and Student Union Building
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free quit
kits available, giveaways,
tobacco cessation services and
Information on the effects of
smoking.
SATURDAY
Boise State Football vs.
Utah State Aggies.
Bronco Stadium. 1 p.m.
SUNDAY
Hymns of thanksgiving
Taco Bell Arena. 7:30 p.m. Th!s
community event celebrates
the uniquely American holiday
with music and narra~lon
focused on the themes of
Thanksgiving. Music dlr'ectors
Jim Jirak and Unda Berg
will conductthe choir, and
Marcellus Brown-will conduct
the orchestra. Gov. Jim Risch
and Arst LadyVlcklRlsch will
.provide narration. .
ASBSU unanimously passes two pieces of legislation
BY BARRY FRAKNLIN
News writer
ASBSU President Wyatt
Parke speaks to Senate
ASBSU President Wyatt Parke re-
centIyvetoed a bill that passed in the
.Senate concerning freedom week.
He felt he owed the legislature an
explanation. This was the first piece
of legislation Pres. Parke vetoed
during his term.
"! didn't feel like I could endorse
a week that has gone so awry,'
Parke said. In light of racial ten-
sion on campus and death threats
concerning race, Parke did not
believe the senators met the goal
ofthe legislation.
Parke said this was not a t!lne to
point fingers.
Sen. Kayla Davis, Sen. Mark Getecha
and Sen. Amy Ortmann sponsor it.
.Sen. Blue said the bill is a response
to how ASBSU is perceived on cam-
pus. She said the issue of a conflict of
interest has come up continually.
The purpose of Bill Number 10
is to "significantly reduce the con-
fusion caused by haVing Senators
work, intern or be actively involved
in organizations or student news-
papers." The amendment to Article
10 ohhe ASBSU constitution is pur·
posed to add another section.
It states that "a senator of ASBSU
may not work, intern, or be actively
involved in organizations or student
newspapers that create an atmo-
sphere where students do not feel
represented:
Senate Bill Number Eight was sent
to the Internal Committee of Budget
and Finance. The :::!! r,alls for ap-
proximately $425 over two semes-
ters. Its purpose is to, "use money
from [the] Senate Discretionary .
[fund] to provide coffee, hot choco-
late and hot tea during the Sunday,
Monday, 'fuesday and Wednesday
of flnals week each semester of the
2006-2007 school year at Late Night
in the Library:
Sen. Terry Gorseth is the sole
sponsor ofthis bill and feels that stu-
dents deserve a break during finals
week. Senate Bill Number Nine was
also sent to the Budget and Finance
Committee. This bl1l asks for $4,000
to fund the creation of more No
Oppression Tolerated T-shirts, like
the ones that ASBSU handed out at
'fuesday's rally on the Quad.
Sen. Ortmann spoke on behalf of
Senate Bill Number Nine and said it
is time for ASBSUto step up and take
a stante on campus.
BSU anthropology professor ~o study northern cultures
The grant is part of a much ect brings together native craft-
larger $2 million project involv- speople from Canada and museum
ing researchers in five other coun- anthropologists to document and
Siberia and northern Canada are tries - Norway,. Sweden, Finland, revitalize knowledge of mobile
not places a typical person might Canada and the United Kingdom. dwellings of the north:
want to visit, but for Boise State The project, called Home, Hearth . The central concepts of home,
University anthropology profes- and Household in the Circumpolar hearth and household were cho-
sor John Ziker, these destinations North, seeks to Improve under- sen for this joint project for their
could answer some important standing of the dynamics of north- significance to indigenous people
questions about northern Indlg- ern indigenous .households and across the Arctic. Ziker's work will
enous households. their resource .sustainab~lity. in a expand on his long-term research
Ziker,alongwlthanumberofoth- changing world. Findings will also in Russil\'s Taimyr region ontopics
er researchers will spend the next document. and support the rein- ofland and resource use, demogea- . this opPortunity.
few years studying the use of porta- vigoratlon oftraditional knowledge phyand cosmology.' "Dr. Ziker's new project. will
ble skin lodges, and the use of space aboutcaribou-sldn lodgesbeld Working with Zlker are archaeol- have international impliCations
within these dwellings, funded by a in the collections of the National ogists from Irkutsk, Russia, as well . and Is 'quite notable in that it is eX- .
three-year, $375,000 grant from the Museum of the' American Indian as' anthropologist Patricia .Nletfeld tremely. rare' for even very senior
National Science Foundation. in Washington, D.C. fromthe Smithsonian and eilinog- anthropologists to receive fund-
"It is widely acknoWledged that "Recent revitalization . projects rapher Oksana DobzhanskJlia from ingfrom the NSF much less for a
despite a century of State-span- have noted that we .know very the Taimyr region, as well as anum- pro~ofthis magnitude,· Mark
sored researcbin the Arctic, we little; of;.the c~shipand bearorunO.fdP~.'e".~ .ald'a.t..•n:."..lTeS_....•.·.tigll' : .toitl..fr..oin: Plew;UeparttnentChair for the
have apaor l1Ilderstallllingof.the "lm>adersocialreIationships w ..u _ "oeparttDep~ofAnth:ropologyllald~
demographics of ,northern .lami"' einbeddf:~in these', compleX Z1kef's co~Workers '.,at <'BSU '·Working·on ·.·major •reSearch
lies," Ziker said. '. .. ~e,·Zlkersaid;·The proj~ re~ognlze.t,he .• n1~gJ1itUde· of proj~~tsis nothing newf~r Zlker~
BY CEAN SIEGEL
News Writer
H R -
Recently the findings of a study,
called "Costly PuniShIIlent Across,
Human Societies·Zlker CQn-
ducted with other profe.s!lOISfrom
.across thecouniry was published
in-Sclen(;e· magazine. The stildy
researched' how _punlshmentWas
viewed in different cultUres. .' •..........;
-Hls recent pubIIcatl6n?in- :
'Science' isa ttuly~sS1ve ~~~ ....
co~plishml!nt ·rOr·llomeontiaf~~i
JitJ1rit irith!!it Cllreer,"'P-lmr_ said •. '. . !.
LOCAL/BSU
Wol'td/Natlonal/What the? stories courtesy of MCT Campus Wire ,Services unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
stories are courtesy of the Boise State Web site at www.bolsestate.edu. All stories are complied by News Writers.
THE HEADLINES
WORLD
Shiite ministers resign
from Lebanese Cabinet
The prospect of renewed chaos
loomed over Lebanon on Saturday
after the Hezbollah movement and
its Shiite allies quit the govern-
ment, plunging the country into a
political crisis that could quickly
spill into the streets.
The resignations of all five Shiite
ministers - two from Hezbollah,
two from the Amal movement
and one independent - from the
Cabinet of Prime Minister Fuad
Siniora were announced hours
after the collapse of high-stakes
talks aimed at soothing rising
sectarian tensions in the wake of
last summer's' devastating war
with Israel.
It also coincided with the final-
ization of a draft of a UN resolu-
tion that will establish an interna-
tional tribunal to investigate those
responsible for the death of former
Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, whose
Feb. 2005 assassination was Widely
blamed on Syria. Lebanon's Cabinet
is due to meet Monday to approve
the draft.
Siniora later said he would not
accept the resignations, leaving
unclear the fate of the U.S.-backed
government elected to office in
the wake of the popular anti-Syrian
uprising that followed Hariri's
assassination.
According to the Cabinet's rules,
eight ministers would need to
resign to topple the government.
But the withdrawal of the Shiite
ministers effectively ended Shiite
representation in the coalition
governing the country, threatening
Lebanon with a period of renewed
political uncertainty and potential
civil strife at a time when it is still
struggling to recover from the ruin
inflicted during the summer war.
In a joint statement read on
Hezbollah's television station Al
Manar, Hezbollah and Amal said
their ministers had resigned "to
pave the way for the majority to
practice what it wants freely."
·"·
co$1 OFF pitchers during BSU Games
1': FREEJello Shots when BSU scores
FLIP NIGHT! everywed. after 8 pm
$1.25 PBR pints all the time
·~··
NATIONAL
Ground broken for Martin
Luther King,}r. memorial
Ordinary folks and mega-stars
gathered on a muddy patch of the
National Mall on Monday to break
ground on a memorial honor-
ing slain civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr.
President Bush shared the stage
with former President Bill Clinton,
Sen. BarackObama (D-Ill.)talk show
host Oprah Winfrey, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and the Rev.Al Sharpton to
launch the first memorial at the Mall
dedicated to an African-American.
"Today we see only these open
acres, yet we know that when the
work is done the KingMemorial will
be a fitting tribute, powerful and
hopeful and poetic, like the man it
honors," Bush told a mostly African-
American crowd of5,000people. "As
we break ground, we remember the
great obstacles that Dr. King over-
came and the courage that trans-
formed American history."
Scheduled for completion in the
spring of 2008, the $100 million
crescent-shaped memorial will
stand on prime real estate: four
acres of land along Washington
D.C:s Tidal Basin between the
Thomas Jefferson and Abraham
Lincoln memorials.
The location is symbolic and sig-
nificant. Jefferson, author of the
Declaration of Independence, is
a founding father of the country.
Lincoln signed the Emancipation
Proclamation, which declared
freedom from slavery.
The steps ofthe Lincoln Memorial
are also where King delivered his "I
Have a Dream" speech in the sum-
mer of 1963,capping a massive civil
rights march on Washington D.C.
"We give Martin Luther King
his rightful place among the great
Americans honored on our National
Mall," Bush said. "And by its pres-
ence in this place it will unite the
men who declared the promise of
America and defended the promise
of America with the man who re-
deemed the promise ofAmerica."
Talkin' Broncos rally for
eleventh consecutive wift
The Boise State debate and
speech team rallied on the
final day of competition to win
the 32nd Annual Red River
Classic, hosted by Louisiana State
University and Louisiana Tech in
Shreveport; La., Nov. 10, 11 and
12.
The University of Alabama
built a sizable lead in individual
speaking events early in the
competition, but the Talkin'
Broncos answered with a dom-
inating performance in the
championship brackets of the
debate competition.
Boise State finished with
358 team points to outdistance
second-place William Carey
University of Mississippi with
200 points, third-place University
of Arkansas with 156 points and
a field of 27 other teams from
11states.
The victory extends the Talkin'.
Broncos' winning streak to 11
consecutive tournaments.
Seven Broncos were named
to the 12-person
All-Tournament Team:
Barton Jackson (who was also
named the tournament MVP).
Katy Iibben, Sean Watson, Chad
Judy, Wayne Rysavy, Travis
Walker, and Regan Charlton.
WHAT THE?
Heh, heh, heh, they'll
never catch ... uh oh
A man, resentful of cameras set
up to catch speeders in Sarpsborg,
Norway, removed the license plates
from his car and sped down the E6
Highway, giving the camera "the
finger:' He did it three times.
Then police realized he always
did it Sunday nights. When he did
it a fourth time, they were waiting
for him.
TUE. "'-"'1'
BIG EASY
PUNCHLINE OVER IT,
.VALENCIA BOYS LIKE GIRLS.
.~. SUN ... 2-3BOURBON STREET
_ • ~ '~ ',' • ' ' - ,""- - .0;... _ ~ • _ .' •
,--.
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a very important part of the rela-
tionship between the entrepre-
neurial community and the busi-
ness development and the univer-
sity," G1erum said.
"They have _a unique value.
Quite honestly, it's not easy to
get somebody from the outside
looking in taking a fresh look at
it and seeing if it makes sense.
They just add a very Important
dimension."
According to Glerum and
Developmental Services
Coordinator at the TECenter Sarah
Pokorney, students that are on the
teams tend to be more likely to
get a head start on their business
careers.
"Some of our students have now
become our clients at the TECenter
by starting their own business,"
Porkorney said. "So, they have a
resource and they kind of already
understand the way that we work
and the services we provide.
Boise State helps MetaGeek succeed
BY CASSIE GUTIERREZ
News Writer
RyanWoodings is a recent client
of the Boise State Technology and
Entrepreneurial Center and is the
head ofhis company (also referred
to as "Chief Geek").
Woodings founded his compa-
ny, MetaGeek, while working for
another company.
"Iwas working at a software and
computer chip company doing
wireless mice and keyboards and I
was getting Interference while do-
ing it," Woodings said. "From that,
I kind of came up with the idea of
Wi-Spy to see what Is going on."
Wi-Spy shows the visibility of
the network and shows the wire-
less signals so people can see the
cause of the Interference.
MetaGeek started selling Wi-
Spy in Dec. 2005. Wi-Spy is now
being distributed in Europe and
Canada, as well as in the U.S. and
Online at www.metageek.net.
In Aug. 2006, MetaGeek became
a client of the TECenter to help
the company grow. Woodings said
that being a new client has been
beneficial toward his company.
"Wehave alot of good processes
and procedures that I would never
have thought of doing," Woodings
said. "Like mapping out your
product versus your competitor's
product, along with other features
and pricing."
Although Woodlngs said he
might have made it without the
TECenter, the process would
have been more difficult, riskier
and longer.
"[Wewant to] help the entrepre-
neurs reduce their risks associat-
ed with developing their venture
and help them maximize their
reward by increasing profitabil-
ity," Director of the TECenter John
Glerum said.
MetaGeek's goal is to expand its
business and resources.
"I want to grow it to a couple
of employees, expand the prod-
uct line and kind of become the
company for wireless visibility,"
Woodings said.
Woodlngs has appreciated the
help of the TECenter so far. He
has met with the TECenter every
two weeks to go over ideas and
procedures.
"John has a lot of experience
with the real world so he can give
me some of that experience be-
cause my experience is all in the
Engineering development side,
not on the business side,"
Woodings said.
The TECenter has six student
teams that help their numer-
ous clients with marketing plans
and competitive analyses and by
bringing different perspectives to
projects. One of the teams works
with MetaGeek.
"I think [the student teams are]
Local businesses develop bird flu preparedness plan
BY"JOSLYN SALOW
News Writer
Boise State University received
a $20,000 grant from the Central
District Health Department to de-
velop a planning strategy for as-
suring business continuity during"
a possible avian Influenza (bird'
flu) pandemic.
The project will address the
needs of small to mid-sized com-
panies in the Treasure Valley. In
a collaborative effort between the
College of Health Sciences and the
CollegeofBusinessandEconomics,
professors Uwe Reischl and Sandy
Gough are currently under way in
their exploration of ideas for pre-
paredness plans that would assist
businesses In maintaining basic
operations during a potential pan-
demic.
The World Health Organization
and the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention anticipate
that the H5Nl influenza virus will
reach the United States in the neal'
future.
Gough explained that they are
targeting small, local businesses
because-larger companies are al-
ready planning on a greater scale.
"The companies that we would
target for our study would be
mid-size and considerably small-
er in scale and they would not
have the same kind of resources,"
Gough said.
The first step in the project is de-
ciding which companies they will
team up with.
"Homeland security has iden-
tified the 'bottom up' approach
in the planning process as being
critical. Washington, D.C.,will not
be able to determine what a good
plan Is for individual companies
because each company, like a Iam-
Ily, is unique," Reischl said.
"We are looking for a finan-
cial Institution, we are looking at
a supply type of an organization
like a grocery store that would be
involved in providing sources of
food, we are interested in a com-
pany that produces widgets, some
sort of technologies, and then we
are looking for a governmental
agency or public service type or-
ganization that may have to play
a major role during a disaster,"
Reischl said.
Reischl explained that a com-
munity could normally rely on out-
side help to recover in a flood, hur-
ricane, fire or earthquake. He said
that is not the case with the bird flu
because outside communities may
potentially be affected and unable
to help. This iswhy he calls the bird
flu a very "unique" disease.
"Bird flu is an 'equal opportu-
nity' disease so it could affect all
healthy individuals, it doesn't pick
on the low-level employees, it could
pick on the top level as well. It does .
not differentiate In terms of social
status ... it would target, princi-
pally, from what we know now, the
young and healthy," Reischl said.
Gough and Reischl said that in
order to run a business there needs
to be three components: suppliers,
employees and customers. They
said If one of these is missing from
the equation then the business
would no longer function correct-
Iy.The one component they plan to
focus on in these businesses is its
work forces.
They plan on doing this is with a
certain type of "game."
This game would help them look
at the flow process in the company
and decide what impact the ab-
senteeism would have on the com-
pany and then decide what to do if
certain people get sick.
According to Gough and Reischl,
there will always be pandemics be-
cause history tells us so.
"The public is really becom-
ing aware of the potential conse-
quences of bird flu ... historically
we know sooner or later there Is go-
ing to be a pandemic, it may not be
the H5Nl, it may be a totally new
virus," Reischl said.
"Of the human cases associ-
ated with the ongoing H5Nl out-
breaks in poultry and wild birds In
Asia and parts of Europe, the Near
East and Africa, more than half
of those people reported infect-
ed with the virus have died. Most
cases have occurred In previously
healthy children and young adults
and have resulted from direct or
dose cl:nltilet\vlth H5NI-lnfected
poultry or H5Nl-contamlnat-
ed surfaces," CDC reported on
their website.
According to a statement made
by James LeDuc, Ph.D., on the
Department of Health and Human
Services website, it Is likely that
the virus will spread.
"CDC and scientific colleagues
throughout the world generally
agree that as the influenza virus
continues to evolve, and influenza
Campus Crime
the Student Union. Report taken.
11/10/06 - Harassment - Offensive
words" were scratched into a vehicle
parked In the Towers parking lot. Report
taken.
11/8/06 - Grand Theft Motorcycle
- Motorcycle was taken from the Taco
Bell Arena. Report taken.
11/9/06 - Harassment - Crude/Insensi-
tive comments written on a bathroom
stall. Report taken.
11/9/06 - Aggravated Battery - A
victim was battered by unknown
suspect(s) behind Taylor Hall and the
Library. Report taken.
11/10/06 - Theft - Victim's backpack
with his laptop inside was taken from
11/10/06 - Theft - Unknown suspect(s)
cut lock and took a bike parked at a
rack outside the Education BUilding.
Report taken.
11/10/06 - Grand Theft - Unknown
suspect stole a wallet from the Taco Bell
Arena. Report taken.
Don't think you can afford to OWN a home?
THINK AGAIN
you C[;I I/\; buy your own home
for less than you think!
Invest in your future with a
NEWCASTLE HEIGHTS condominium
Priced from $129,900 - $159,900
942 - 1306 SqFt.- 2 & 3 Bedroom floorplans
Single level, Two-story & Wheelchair accessible units
Payments as low as $650/month
_No credit - OK
NO MONEY DOWN
-~"
·-NEWCASTI..E
---l-f£IGHTS-
AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Community Pool
Hardwood Floors
All appliances including
- washer/dryer, refrigerator,
microwave, range, dishwasher
Mini blinds already installed
Covered parking
Central Boise location
close to schools,
shopping, and
downtown
pandemic is likely at some point
and could be extremely difficult
to contain. The comprehensive,
highly collaborative preparedness
planning now underway is vital to
minimize the impact of such an
event," LeDuc said.
Michael Aaron, "a Secondary
"Education/Biology major, agrees
that the research and prepared-
ness plans are useful.
"Educating the public and hav-
ing a disaster plan are helpful, giv-
Ing scientists time to develop drugs
to fight avian bird flu, like the work
which was done at University of
Wisconsin Madison developing a
peptide which block the virus' at-
tacks," Aaron said.
BWf··~~~~~----------
$TOCKS
TOWAT¢H
American Eagle (AEOS) A £ 11
47.78 (- 0.41) te t e •
.NIKE,Inc.{NKEY-··- ....._ ...,., ..• _.. case or re' lremen saving In coeg'eH
'95.49 (+ 0.79)
----------------------------
Dow Jones Industrial Average
12,251.71 (+ 33.70)
Nasdaq Composite
2,442.75 (+ 12.09)
Standard &. Poor 500
1,396.57 (+ 3.35)
NYSE
8,901.55 (+ 21.08)
LOCAL----------------------------
Albertson's (ABS)
25.15 (- 0.95)
Bank of America (BAC)
54.48 (- 0.35)
Micron Technology (MU)
14.83 (- 0.12)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
39.79 (- 0.88)
Washington Mutual (WM)
43.06 (+ 0.06)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8.06 (- 0.09)
TECHNOLOGY----------------------------
Apple Computer, Inc. (AAPL)
84.05 (- 0.95)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
491.93 (+ 2.63)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
29.12 (- 0.11)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
22.26 (+ 0.58)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
27.15 (- 0.09)
FUN----------------------------
Abercrombie &. Fitch (ANF)
72.01 (- 4.60)
Wal-Mart (WMT)
47.68 (+ 0.02)
Walt Disney (DIS)
32.69 (+ 0.16)
CURRENCY----------------------------
USD to Euro (eUR)
0.7795 (0.0%)
USD to Swiss Franc (CHF)
1.2456 (0.0%)
USD to Yen (JPY)
117.9350 (0.0%)
Gold (BID)
622.50 (- 1.50)
Silver (BID)
12.86 (+ 0.05)
Numbers printed as of press time
BY DAVE MATHEWS
Young Money Magazine
Like any other technology prod-
uct, the lowly home stereo has gone
through many a revolution since it
was introduced as a piece of furni-
ture in the 1960s.
It grew up from tubes to transis-
, tors, then from two to four channels
with Quadraphonic sound - the
rage in the 1970s.
In 1990,Dolby Surround, a mod-
ern version of Quadraphonic, took
the lead in the "must have" catego-
ry. These days we have mp3 play-
back drlvtng the cocl factor ofhome
stereos with "small and shiny,"
replacing the "big and bulky"
ofyesteryear.
!fyou only listen to mp3s, Internet
radio or music from the online mu-
sic stores, your computer makes
a decent playback device. Make
sure you have good speakers with
a subwoofer attached and plan to
leave the machine on all the time.
(Though waiting for a PC to boot for
four minutes before you can play
a four-minute song doesn't sound
like fun to me.)
For a great, and free, program to
manage your music download try
iTunes from Apple.com.
You can "rip" CDs into your com-
puter (import as an mp3 at 160kbps)
and manage your library with
a great interface. Playlists are a
party's best friend and Apple au-
tomatically tracks your favorite
songs, too!
Audio-only stereos
!f you still have a collection of
mix-tapes that you don't want to
part with or just love the charac-
ter of local radio, then you need a
stereo system. There are two main
flavors of the smaller "shelf audio"
systems - ones that are audio-only
and a new category called "home
theater in a box," which play back
DVDsin addition to CDs.
Due to their small speakers and
low power range, style is the pri-
mary driver of the shelf audio sys-
tems. Glass CD doors, silver finish
and blue backlighting make these
look extremely coolon your desk.
Just make sure that the audio qual-
ity matches the looks. You do not
want an underpowered, shiny pa-
perweight on your desk.
If your tape library is important
to you, this category of player is the
.only one that will play cassettes, but
not all units have that capability.
!f the stereo you fancy includes a
tape deck, then make sure that the
remote will control that portion of
the unit, too.
Some systems will only control
CD and tuner functions remote-
ly. Mp3 playback is an option and
multi-disc playback can be found
on some units as well.
Expect to spend around $150 to
$250 for a good quality unit. My fa-
vorite systems come from Aiwa and
Panasonic.
Home theater in a box
Home theaters in a box came
on the scene to ease the end-
less cable nightmare that
traditional home theater
components created.
These combination CD/DVD
players have at least single disc ca-
pability and can sometimes hold
a handful of discs. Mp3 playback
is nearly always included, as is an
AM/FMtuner.
These systems all include five
satellite speakers - three for the
front of the room and two for the
rear - as well as a subwoofer for the
corner to produce low-end bass.
Simply plug the receiver/ampli-
fier into the speakers then into the
Television set and.you can have full
audio and video with surprisingly
good sound, considering their small
size, thanks to the subwoofer .
Expect to spend between $200
and $500 for the feature-packed.'units. Sony and JVCmake some of
my favorite systems.
!f space is at a premium (and
when is it not in' a dorm room or
apartment) keep in mind that the
bookshelf systems are tall and skin-
nywith only two speakers.
The HTIBs are typically wide and
low, much like a VCRand they are
suited to be placed on top of your
television.
You'll enjoy having four more
speakers with the HTlB, which will
sound great for movies, but don't
even try to attempt surround sound
on your music. Youmight get dizzy
from the extra reverb effects.
Bring a favorite CD to use for a
test play before going shopping for
a new stereo.
Also, take along a list of features
that are important to you like easy
access FM presets, cassette play-
back, or multiple CD capabilities.
Remember to stick to your
budget and don't get overwhelmed
by the features and buzzwords
while shopping.
Good luck and rock on!
" The only way to ensure that your goldenyears are not spent in a geriatric sweat-shop is to begin planning now.!fyou were offered an investmentopportunity that would produce a700 percent return on your invest-
ment, would you be interested? It's
called retirement savings and the
best time to invest is now. and dozens ofbills to manage.
For most of us retirement is Truthfully, saving for the fu-
something to be grappled with in ture is never easy - not now,
the very distant future. not in 20 years. It is a habit that
The pressing financial concerns must be forged through sacrifice
of today - textbooks, tuition, bar and self-discipline.
tabs _ hardly lend us the freedom Selling -students on retirement
to invest in anything but the here savings is even more difficult be-
and now. cause it entails the deposit of pre-
Consequently, most students cious monthly income into an in-
pass up the valuable opportunity to vestment account whose fruits will
capitalize on long-term retirement be not reaped for decades.
savings when the time for invest- Needless to say, it's much easier
ment is prime. to convince a middle-aged adult of
"Itwill be easier to save when I've the virtues oflong-term savings.
graduated, am making more money For people our age, saving for
and am out from under my student retirement is more important
loans," many argue. than ever.
Sure, it will be easier tomorrow... The days of social security and
when you have three children, two _corporate pensions ensuring a
car payments, a 30-year mortgage comfortable retirement are over.
PHOTO COURTESY BOSE CORPORATION
• Bring a favorite CD.
• Stick to your budget.
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accumulate interest over a very
long term, delivering a sweet return
at retirement.
A good retirement fund doubles
every seven to nine years. This
means an investment made in your
early 20s will double seven times,
an investment in your late 20s will
double only six times, an invest-
ment in your early 30s doubles
only five times ami so on. The dif-
ference on your return could be in
the millions.
Consider this: If you contribute
just $100per month to a retirement
account beginning in your early 20s
and retire at the age of 65, you could
walk away with close to $1,000,000.
!fyou begin the same retirement
program in your mid-30s the return
would only be $225,000.The differ-
ence is significant!
Start saving now and let com-
pounding interest work its magic.
No contribution is too small. Begin
with $50 per month, then build up
to $100or $200 or $500.
Just think - every dollar you in-
vest between the ages of 21 and 25
will yield up to $10when you retire.
That measly $50 investment will
pay for a round-trip airline ticket to
Europe in 2050.
The most important thing is to
begin investing early and make it a
persistent habit.
There are, several options to be-
gin saving for the future, includ-
ing a 401Kretirement plan (usually
sponsored by an employer) or an in-
dividual retirement account, more
commonly referred to as an IRA.
Both 401ks and IRAs offer a vari-
ety ofmutual funds to choose from,
some with aggressive growth, some
with slow but stable growth and
still others that specialize in inter-
national development, environ-
mentally-friendly businesses and
many other themes. .
!f this is new to you, be sure to
consult a professional investment
advisor. It sounds complicated but
with a good advisor saving for the
future is painless.
For more information about re-
tirement savings, visit www.choo-
setosave.org.
,i',
BY BRANDON STOKER
BizTech Editor
The only way to ensure that your
golden years are not spent in a
geriatric sweatshop is to begin
planning now.
There's a secret to investment on
which everyone.should capitalize:
compounding interest.
Bankers and financiers know full
well the lucrative return on inter-
est-bearing loans and investments
- that's why the largest buildings in
any city belong to banks and credit
card companies.
Interest is the cash cow of capi-
talism and you can get a piece
of this action with a retirement
savings account.
Indeed, the secret to success-
ful long-term investment is maxi-
mizing the effect of compounding
,interest. Money invested now will
• Easy to use remote: Tiny buttons are a pain to use in the dark.
• Full-function remote: Make sure your remote does more
rather than less. AM/11Mtuner: Some HTiBs do not include a
radio tuner.
• Mp3 playback: Burning mp3s on a CD-Rdisc gives you 10-
plus hours ofmusic.
• Good bass: Subwoofers or ported speaker cabinets offer rich
deep sound.
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Theway we see it ...
Football makes the
heart grow fonder
There are many serious issues fac-
ing this university-right now. But this
Saturday, for about three-hours, you have
a chance to forget .allof the negative stuff
happening around campus and emerge
yourself in something positive happen-
ing right now at Boise State.
For years now, the BSU football team
has been a spear, thrown by the univer-
sity into living rooms across this country.
Ithas struck home.
Does the team help the school win
hearts and minds? Perhaps. Perhaps it is
merely the fact that this valley itself has
become a juggernaut for growth, both in
terms of quantity and quality. But there
is no argument against the assistance a
winning football program can provide.
More than anything, it creates a sense
of camaraderie within the members of
the school and the community. We can
unite under a banner of common pride.
We can all call the Broncos "our team"
and mean it.
We're not saying, by any means, that
football cures problems. It is no remedy -
to social ails, no elixir to ward off oppres-
sion or unsubstantiated hatred. It is just
a game. But at this school, it has become
more than a game. It has become a la-
bel head. It has become the outreaching
hand to those looking for an education or
a better place to live and learn.
A BSU football game is the only event
in this city, which can gather 30,OOO-plus
people into one place, with one common
goal, one motivating purpose. And that is
merely to cheer together, to come togeth-
er as a people united.
There is only one more Bronco football
game this season at Bronco Stadium. The
team plays Saturday at 1p.m, against Utah
State. Then it goes to Nevada and then to
some other pasture for a bowl game, be
..It, a Bowl Championship Series game or
:~:something else. This is the last opportu-
Lnity to go out and join the masses in con-
gratulating the Broncos on fine season.
We won't beg you to go. It is your right
to instead attend a poetry reading or go to
the mall or sit drinking mochachinos in
an easy chair talking to your friends about
the lives you lead. We merely attest to the
fact that you can go to the game, you can
cheer. You can be part of something his-
toric. Few times in the course of a team's
voyage will it ever come to crux like this.
Ifthe Broncos win Saturday - they win the
Western Athletic Conference for the fifth
consecutive time. If they win the next
week at Nevada-Reno, they win it outright
and would most wondrously receive an
invite to arguably the biggest game in the
history of the university.
You may not like football. You might
even despise it because you wish the face
of this university not be hidden behind a
mask and under a helmet. But you ought
to respect what those young men are do-
ing on the Blue. They play for themselves
and their futures, but they also play for
each other and at least on some level,
they play for you.
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board
are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief Troy Sawyer, business
manager; Heather English, production manager; Dustin
Lapray, managing editor; Brandon Stoker, opinion edi-
tori Harsh Mantri, online editor; and Sheree l'Vhiteley,
lead copy editor.
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Boise State needs
more class
BY FREDERICK AREHART
Opinion Writer
_ Not On Our Campus" that in
itself express a politically-loaded
viewpoint.
Who decides who the 'op-
pressed' are?
The rally should be to stop all
types of violence.
Every victim hurts - not just
the political.
Another example of initiat-
ing this fear of losing freedom
is the shrill tone and shear hate
expressed in the recent opinion
article by Mike Esposito.
Writing' as the Assistant
Director of Student Activitie's,
Mr. Esposito doesn't bring credit
to himself or his office.
He feels that people who dis-
agree with him on a variety of
topics are all "hate-mongers."
Mr. Esposito asks the ques-
. tion, "Sure, free speech stiIl ex-
ists, as it should; but do I have to
sit and listen to it?" No, as an in-
dividual he doesn't; but when on
the job he needs to focus on the
work he was hired to do and not
his politics.
We have been bombarded
with print and talk labeling the
people he disagrees with be-
ing intrinsically bigoted, racist,
hateful, etc.
Now he wants them to be si-
lenced and to use his job to help
dothe deed.
Leah Barrett, executive direc-
tor of Student Involvement re-
cently published an opinion in
The Arbiter entitled "Boise State
Needs Civility."
In seeking to lower tempers
and the frustration level among
students of opposing opinions,
her article is a fine start on what
Boise State needs in order to have
honest, civil debates on issues.
Name caIling and verbal in-
timidation of student writers are
causes of a great deal of social
frustration.
These crude tactics are re-
sorted to when logic or fact are
not present to be argued or the
abuser is not objective or smart
enough to recognize them if they
are.
Our administration must fo-
cus on the elimination of all ra-
cial epithets, name calling, slurs
and ad hominem, personal at-
tacks by anyone or any position.
Another reason for social frus-
tration is when students feel their
speech rights receive less-than-
equal treatment or fear that they
wiIl become restricted.
An example is the administra-
tion's use oftrendy activist jingles
like "No Oppression Tolerated
This deep level of disrespect
for the opinions of others is an
OrweIlian example of where the
truly intolerant beg for tolerance
for their activities on the one
hand, but advocate punishing
all dissent on the other.
If Esposito does not like hav-
ing to serve students of all opin-
ions, he can always quit.
After reading his letter with
its own vitriolic name calling,
personal defamation and asper-
sion casting, I think he should
resign.
His prejudicial remarks do
not represent what Boise State'
University should stand for.
Ignorance breeds selfishness,
a lack of respect for others and
an arrogant attitude ..
Education should help our
ability to discern and communi-
cate what is right or true.
There is no room for 'hate
speech' in any form at Boise
State.
We can do better. Rhetoric is
the art or technique 'of persua-
sion through logic.
I am asking for a University
100 class in rhetoric.
This would complement the
University 101 diversity class.
Then there would be no excuse;
argue on points or keep your
mouth shut.
Esposito's words unfounded
and unprofessional
BY THE NETWORK OF
ENUGHTENED WOMEN
Guest Opinion
at our university - he only fuels
the raging inferno of contention.
We surmise that this is why his
supervisors discourage faculty
and staff from getting personally
involved in student affairs.
This is an important profes-
sional boundary that Esposito
fails to understand.
We do not pay Esposito with
student fees to instigate mali-
cious attacks against students
who articulate any viewpoints
different from his own.
IfEsposito believes anyone has
participated in "hate speech" he
knows how to prosecute the
perpetrators through both ad-
ministrative and criminal pro-
tocol. The lack of administrative
action on these "hateful activi-
ties" speaks volumes about the
nature of his subjective bias on
the matter. Esposito spoke of
"hate" toward "gays, Latinos
and women: presumably in ref-
erence to any activity lead by
conservative students.
Aside from his patently ri-
diculous use of the word hate,
Esposito shows great hostility
to free expression and political
speech, in effect labeling any-
thing he finds controversial as
criminal and hateful.
For example, an outspo-
ken senator's article in favor of
traditional marriage as defined
by the HJR2 amendment ini-
tiative is described as "hateful
and homophobic."
Celebrating the fall of commu-
nism and publishing expose fli-
ers about Che Guevara's killing
squads is "hate against Latinos."
It is difficult to imagine some ac-
In response to' Monday's ar-
ticle entitled "Staff should no
longer stand by in silence" by
Mike Esposito, the assistant
director of student activities,
members of the Network of
Enlightened Women would like
to address his intolerant and
patently false statements.
Though he never named any
conservative group specifically,
he described many activities in
such detail as to leave very little
to the imagination.
We affirm the right that all
peopie have to express their
opinions, a right that Esposito
indisputably enjoys.
While he has this freedom,
what Esposito cannot escape is
his title, his responsibilities as
an administrator and the conse-
quences of his actions.
The primary impact of
Esposito's impassioned article
is that many students now feei
unwelcome at university-spon-
sored activities in which he is in-
timately involved.
Esposito holds a supervisory
position over all student orga-
nizations - including our own
_ and we fear unfounded re-
taliation or discrimination at
his hand as an administrator.
Indeed, he has pledged to "not
stand by in silence" and what
this implies leaves great room
for concern.
.Furthermore, Esposito's fin-
ger-pointing does not roster an
atmosphere of peace and respect
tivity that would not fit Esposito's
paradigm of "hate mongering,"
The "hate toward women"
that Esposito cites was presum-
ably our protest of "The Vagina
Monologues,"
Imagine that - a women's
group protesting a vile cha-
rade of radical feminist propa-
ganda constitutes hate speech
against women.
Is Esposito - a man - the fi-
nal arbiter of whom stands for
and against women, or an ideo-
logical apologist for all things
liberal? It is our opinion that
this performance objectifies and
does nothing to combat violence
against women.
We resent Esposito's attempt
to waive aside a perfectly rea-
sonable objection to the playas
"hate speech."
Esposito's criticism of conser-
vative students as "venomous,"
"hateful," "hate-fiIled," "com-
pletely uninformed" "hate-mon-
gers" is the most immature dia-
tribe of ideologically-driven dis-
paragement we have ever seen
. from a so-called professional.
His unfounded attack cre-
ates an environment of hostility
where there should be open dia-
logue, cooperation .and impar-
tiality on the part of administra-
tors who are employed to foster
student involvement.
We encourage Esposito to
apologize for using his adminis-
trative position to denigrate stu-
dents who have as much a right
as anyone to be involved, express
their opinions and enjoy impar-
tial support from public employ-
ees at Boise State University.
Lighten up on the football ad
I am writing in response to Dan Scott's letter about
The Arbiter's football ad. Now,. I could have writ-
ten about America's continuing homophobIa, or the
slight bit of vomit that fills my mouth whenever I hear
the words "Congressman Sali," but you won, buddy,
so listen to my words.
Lighten up.
I'm glad that you are concerned about women's
rights, but surely there are bigger fish to fry. Despite
the deeper meanings you are seeking, this is a silhou-
ette. Indeed, it is of a sexy female, but what is wrong
with that? \
To be degrading, I believe that more is needed than
a bit of sex appeal. This ad didn't call the girl a whore,
didn't imply that her figure-made her any less intel-
ligent. It just implied that she was sexy....; like Bronco
football.
Now, if you want to look at every negative angle,
you could say that this ad was offensive because there
was no matching male shape for the ladies.
Or you could point out that it might be nice for a
change to have a sexy silhouette of a big, beautiful
woman, say a Camryn Manheim type. But I see no
condescension or hostility.
There is indeed sexual innuendo, bU'1'is that real-
ly so bad? I hang out with hippies mainly, girls with
hairy armpits and unshaven legs who don't typically
wear makeup. But they stiIl think of themselves as
sexy.
I wiIl always support the women in my life if they
feel degraded or insulted. But every day we become
more sanitized, a plastic wrap culture where schools
are banning tag for fear ofinjury and college profes-
_ sors are outraged over a "young, fit, desirable and
sexually available" outline that stopped over on
her break from filming the new James Bond film to
stump for the Broncos.
So dude, I'm sorry that you're so sensitive. Itmust
be hard to watch television or look at things with ad-
vertising.
But until the women of this campus show an in-
klingthatthey might be bothered, take a deep breath.
I can't tell you not to be offended. But don't be offend-
ed for me.
[ohn Barrie
Boise, ID
Responsibility of an editor
I am curious to know your view. Does an editor
have the power to allow - and the accompanying re-
sponsibility for allowing - hate communication, if
that communication results in not just the suppres-
sion of freedom ofthe targetted victims, individuals
or groups but actual emotional or bodily harm?
If a publisher wants an article published, can the
editor influence its appearance if it violates the edi-
tor's moral values (as in the example above) and re-
sponsibilities?
One's support of the notion of freedom of speech
_ a person's right to say whatever they wish - cannot
be extended to giving an individual the right to sup-
port or incite third parties to harm others - whether it
targets a group or an individual.
Hate speech has been presented as acceptable.
Surely you cannot be validating the consequences
that hate communications can lead to the inflic-
tion of emotional or physical harm upon innocent
individual(s) or groups.
Arguments supporting freedom of speech have
been made.
However,should not your paper also need to quali-
fy that right, otherwise the newspaper, publisher and
editor need to take responsibility as wiIling partici-
pants in allowing the communication of the printed
words and their consequences.
Or are everyone's personal responsibilities ab-
solved and justified simply as the employees of the
communications medium - under some protection
equivalent to diplomatic immunity?
Others with different values than your own or the
newspaper's may abuse their right to "freedom of
speech."
Where it then leads to is the suffering of innocent
others - when that right is taken advantage of by those
who misuse their strength or power over another.
Unfortunately this occurs every day in all aspects
of our lives. However, at least we must stop itwhen it
results in injury to others.
And this has to be independent of professional
roles and/or employment. We all need to take on per-
sonally the responsibility to protect each other.
Suffering is too extensive already in our world, our
burden to help is already enormous (whether Darfur
or Muzzafarabad) for us in our daily lives to allow ad-
ditional infliction of pain on others.
Rene Pardo
Ontario, Canada
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot 'verify .the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent -
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affili-
ated with unless it is labeled as such.
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Let's work toward mutual understanding'Opinions are the,blind alleys of lazy
or stupid people'
are oppressed.
Finally, we need to stay in the
loop. If these crimes are to ever
to come an end, it will only be
because we continued our fight
against hate and racism.
We need to keep the fire lit un-
der these issues, careful to stay fo-
cused and diligent in bringing the
deserved justice to anyone who
has ever struggled in these oppres-
sive conditions.
It is our most basic human ele- '
ment to provide assistance, love
and understanding to our fellow
man, woman and child.
Without this support, we would
only crumble as a community, as a
race. This I believe.
only be making noise. I implore
this. community to get involved
by joining organizations or groups
that are making strides to halt
hate crimes.
Attend Associated Students
of Boise State University Senate
meetings, contact local and state
agencies - for that matter, contact
the media in attempts to put the
spotlight where it is needed.
Reach out to as many people
who will listen and assist in raising
awareness; it is our best chance in
informing the masses of the bru-
, tality that is taking place in Boise.
Are we going to allow hate crimes
to happen? Are we going to sit back
idly and watch as these thugs tear
our city apart?
I certainly hope not, because
no one is free while others
or occurrence.
We need to face the facts - hate
crimes are happening in 'our be-
loved city, right here on the BSU
campus - an institution that up-
holds some of the most progressive
thinking in the state. If this is hap-
pening in Boise State's backyard,
it's happening everywhere.
We need to raise our voices
loudly and speak up against those
who participate in abusing others
and protect those who are being
abused. The abuse stops now.
We the public and campus com-
munity need to take action as a
collective to stop this behavior
from continuing.
We can shout from the rooftops
of the injustices and social failures
of our world, but until we become
proactive in seeking justice, it will
individuals filled with ignorance
andhate. Itshouldbeoursinglegoal
to seek out and punish these
individuals by holding them
accountable for their abusive and
reckless behavior.·
It can't be said enough - no op-
pression tolerated: not on our cam-
pus, not in our city. Decent human
beings do not dominate over one
another but rather help and em-
brace each other in empathy, com-
passion and friendship. With a bet-
ter knowledge and 'understanding
of the issues that face Boise State
at present, students, faculty, staff
and community leaders can work
together in finding solutions.
First and foremost, we must raise
awareness. The issue of hate crime
should not be swept under the rug
or disguised as a one-time incident
BY CRYSTAL YOUNG
Guest OpinionBY SHANNON MORGAN
Arbiter Staff
Some people confuse what we
write in this section with what real
journalists do - reporting news.
I'm not a journalist; in fact, no
one that writes for this section is.
We write our opinions and my
reasoned discourse professor
made a point of quoting T.H. White
at the beginning of this semester
to illustrate how dangerous
opinions can be when he said,
"Opinions are the blind alleys
oflazy or stupid people."
I think if you read some of the
things that get printed in this sec-
tion you would agree with that sen-
timent. I know I do.
Ifyou want unbiased and objec-
tive writing, I would promptly refer
you to the news section; The Arbiter
journalists deliver just that.
You are in the wrong place if you
think you're going to find it here.
I write opinions because I'm a
passionate person who wants to
change the world and leave it a bet-
ter place than I found it.
Most of us here at The Arbiter
share in that mission which is
why we do what we do, but we have
very different ideas on how to go
about doing it.
I thought about the huge respon-
sibility that carne with the power
of my pen when I started writing
for The Arbiter.
How the words I write will
affect people and that I .have a
responsibility to make sure what
I am trying to communicate in
my articles, and what people ac-
tually get out of what I write, is
the same thing.
That's not as easy as it sounds
and I've made mistakes, as have
other opinion writers that leave
their mark on this page, whether
they want to admit it or not.
The opinion section can offer
you perspectives from the ideolo-
gies of the people who write the ar-
ticles found here.
In the mission statement of my
podcast show"On the Flip Side," I
say/This is a place where we will
respectfully discuss important
issues of our time in an effort to
achieve a better understanding of
our world and how we fit into it."
As humans, we are driven by our
passion, our instincts are to defend
that which we hold true because
it's the foundation of who we are.
This is why we are willing to fight
and die for what we believe in.
I live by the philosophy that
there are no wrong opinions;
people believe what they be-
lieve because they make judg-
ments based off of the informa-
tion they have assimilated as truth
throughout their lives.
This is why we must
never stop learning
and expanding upon our own
personal truth.
The purpose of'thls showis forus
to ask each other the tough ques-
tions with the understanding it's
OK we don't always agree.
We are here at Boise State
University to receive an education
not only from our books but also
from each other.
What can we learn by open-
ing ourselves to new possibilities
and perspectives?
The opinion section of this
newspaper should give you exactly
what I am trying to articulate in
the mission statement of my pod-
cast show.
It should offer you a new per-
spective into different ways of
thinking.
You shouid never base how you
vote, how you love or how you feel
about something solely off ofthings
you read In this newspaper or lis-
ten. But you should most definitely
experience them.
You should experience multiple
forms of communication and leave
yourself open to hearing the per-
spectives of those you encounter
throughout your \lfe.
Ignorance is not bliss, and great
minds do not think alike.
However what's great about our
country are the differing view-
points and clashing ideologies that
make us so strong and is the cradle
of our success.
Ifelt the need to point this out in
avery critical time on campus, in
our community, and in our world.
We. should all think about the
power in our words and actions
and how they will be perceive~ and
affect those we have inf!uenceoll'
But/hey-:- that's just my
opinion.
The recent attacks on theBoise State campus havesent a clear message that
Idaho isn't too great for hate af-
ter all. At least one student has
received death threats, while oth-
ers have received harassing phone
calls regarding their ethnicity.
Another student was chastised
and later badly beaten for his sex-
ual orientaticn.
This deplorable behavior should
not be tolerated ever on this cam-
pus.
Boise's community is too
valuable to withstand such vio-
lent and oppressive actions by any
Crystal Young is an English major
at Boise State University.
Where's the 'Sen. Larry Craig Is gay' story?
comes hypocrisy.
Two decades of rumors and gos-
sip in the Idaho gay community
about his sexual orientation change
overnight. The state loses a steady,
hardworking senator in Congress.
Ifhe's not gay, this kind of "sexual
McCarthyism" - baseless, damag-
ing allegations misrepresented as
facts - may end his career anyway.
I value the open and uncontrolla-
ble arena that the Internet provides
for expression and debate of ideas.
I hardly believe as fact what I often
read there.
In Craig's case, I'm counting on
professionai journalists to get the
facts and make them known, wher-
ever the story goes.
Affairs. He sits on the powerful
Senate Appropriations Committee
and the National Rifle Association's
board of directors. Craig fits Idaho's
conservative and family values -
values that include overwhelming
support for an anti-gay marriage
amendment to the state constitu-
tion.
In June he voted yes on a consti-
tutional ban of same-sex marriage.
He voted no in both 2002 and 2000
on adding sexual orientation to the
definition of hate crimes.
Craig's rating with the Human
Rights Campaign is zero.
Ifhe is gay, his conservative voter"
support ends. What some call his
"gay-bashing" voting record be-
But not one word came out of
Boise. All Treasure Valley media
chose total silence.
What stunned me nearly as much
as Rogers' assertion was how quick-
ly the story faded from public dis-
course.
Craig's press secretary (Sid
Smith) called the story "ridiculous,
almost laughable ... it has no basis
in fact,":
Is this the end? Not quite.
Early this month Pat Walters at
Poynter.org traced the story's his-
tory from Rogers' initial claim to
the nc...~sroom debates and edi-
tors' meetings around the state.
He found contrasting journalistic
viewpoints and investigations stil1
in progress. _
Some editors published the as-
sertions -hecause a lot of people
were talking about them and Craig
, deserved a public forum for denial.
Others decided that without in-
dependent, documented proof
(Rogers offers none) there's no sto-
ry, only rumors.
The elections carne and went.
Editors at Boise and Idaho Falls
newspapers told Walters they'll
now restart their Investigations.
Publicly, Craig stil1 appears calm,
confident and unflappable.
What's at stake? Both the sena-
tor's legacy and voter support. Craig
advocates for veterans as chairman·
of the Committee for Veterans'
BY BARRY C. LEWIS
Opinion Writer
Gay activist-blogger Michael
Rogers felt confident he had "out-
ed" Idaho's Republican Senator
Larry Craig on national radio in
mid-October. Rogers claimed own-
ership of "100 percent solid evi-
dence" that Craig had had sex with
four men in the Northwest and in
Washington, D.C.
"I won't say he's gay -,Maybe he's
bisexual," said Rogers.
Pocatello, Lewiston and Spokane
newspapers published articles and
columns. The online blogosphere
buzzed with posts both pro and
con. Igo ana do your own researchDon't believe us -
this yet, each of us has an agenda. To that perpetuate your activities
get the true facts ofthe matter, you in this community and in Idaho.
need to go out and do that whole To my brothers and sisters who have
research thing. What a novelidea on felt the effects of hateful rhetoric di-
a college campus. rected In your direction, I Will stand
Now, I would like to take a mo-: with you.
ment (0 address the individual or in- In the coming days and months
dividuals responsible for the attack, 1wil1 work with you to expose the
on the gay student on Nov. 9. You liesthathavebeencalledforthfrom
attempted to silence us with fear, to the abyss to do you hllIll1.Together
push us back into the closets from, we Can end the Violence that comes
whence most of us came. from deStnictive speech.hurled Into
UnfortUnately, you failed in your midst. . ,;,
yourendeavo.r. ,We.will not best- Thisesca!ation of hatredinou.r'
hint: We will continue to bea pres-environment muststop,imdIlook •..
ence on thiS call1pus, '.•andwe-- forv<ard tQwotki~-\.vithyouallto '
Will Continue 'to fightili.e,llOlitiCS, ' ,~ttiai'1i~~n. ......~ ',..,< .:.
be the "compassionate" thing to do.
Furthermore, writing opinions for
The Arbiter makes you a target for
disagreement. You have to expect
that you will be called to the mat
on lies and misplaced facts, both
of which can hardly be taken as an
attack on you or your particular
point of view. '
If you, the student, read anything
, from this opinion section, take
whatever you read with a' grain of
salt. Don't believe lt unless you've
looked lnto ltyousself.Don't believe
Ml'iSawmille.r orMl'.Stoke.r.
Hecki'don't eventakewhatl say
at f!lce Value; Ifyoubaven't realized
,.'C '.,_ ..' ·:·,C',",',.;.'.' .,.': ...... ;
-small minority of individuals.
Second, by misquoting "facts' to
prove your point, you help perpetu-
ate another lie - one with more in-
sidious consequences. IfXYZ people
are not to be treated like everyone
else, then they are less than every-
one else. That is, they are less than
human. It becomes easier to hurt or
destroy an opponent lfthat person is
less than human. I fully support free-
domof speech, but even the Supreme
Court has ruled that you are not al-
lowed to yell "fire' ina crowded the-
ater; If your .aetivities cause harm,
you need to .think about ameliorat-
ing'that hllrnLTbat, Lthlnk, Would,
BY JAMES RODRIGUEZ
Opinion Writer
When you purposefully misrepre-
sent statistics or you quote someone
who is misrepresenting statistics;
you do two things. ,
First, you help perpetuate. the
stereotype that The Arbiter, the so-
called indepimdent newspaper on
campus, has but an inkling of jour-
nalistic respectability and should
be scorned, or at best, ignored. Even
opinion pieces should be. factually
supported, especially ifyou're advo-
cating a constitutional amendment .'
thclt woUld trample on the rights of a .•.
; .".',:,,:
'" '~"
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NO~E~S Artists aimfor awarenesswith
NNOCENT
Finally, Jarvis is back: Pulp fans rejoice!
1
Praying for an 'N. might not impress your professor
Even the uglyAmerican
BY HADLEY RUSH
Culture Columnist
Ah, the French. Ask almost any
American how they feel about this
country and the people who re-
side in it and you'll probably get
an abundant ear-full of their dis-
dain for the beret-wearing, pencil-
moustached, snail-eating, poodle-
lovers.
Oui. But in retrospect, some be-
lieve the French hate Americans
if not just as much, then a smidge
more. And be it fact or fiction,
they've even given us a name. "The
Ugly American."
Now before your patriotism
makes you leap from your seat
in riot, consider that perhaps
there's an bit of truth in our en-
dearing nickname. Take for
example the following story:
One summer evening while my
family was vacationing in France,
we dressed in our finest attire,
draped ourselves in jewels (most-
ly Cubic Zirconia) and made our
way to the Paris Opera House to
watch the famed Italian opera,
"Rigaletto."
I was dressed in a pale-blue
evening gown (one high school
formal too many) and I'd piled my
blonde hair on top of my head in
little curls.
While I tripped and stumbled my
way over the cobblestone streets in
my strappy, matching blue heels,
I felt chic. One of my family mem-
bers was dressed equally as fancy,
and completed her look with a pair
ofthe largest zirconia earrings I've,
to this day, seen.
I· After the soiree at the opera'
:house, our formal-attired-group
ldecided to go to dinner at the very
:fancy, tres prestigious restau-
;rant Bofinger. (Pronounced bow-
:fon-jay.) It's commonly known that;to even step a stiletto inside this
;restaurant, one needs a reserva-
-tion literally months in advance.
~And a reservation, we did not have.
; Maybe it was the gratis cham-
[pagne we'd been- drinking at the
:opera that made us believe we
:could get a table at this stuffy es-
:tablishment, or maybe it was our
;elevated sense of self-worth given
'our fancy garbs, but we made our
:way through the crowd of people
:who actually had reservations,
:straight to the maitre d',
: "Is our table readyyet?" Zirconia-
;wearing family member asked the
:head waiter in French.
: "Your name?" he asked blandly
-without so much as looking up.
iZircon-wearer shot me a side-
[ways glace that screamed "help." I
'1
Istepped up beside her.
: "Pardon," I said in French. "But
;we have a reservation for five peo-
[ple and we'd like to be seated now."
\ Head Waiter looked up at me
[in my powder blue evening
19own. I met his stare. Almost
IIchallenge-like. He shifted his gaze
Ito the Zirconia-wearing family
[member standing next to me and
(blinked twice at her enormous faux
Idiamond earrings.
l NAh, oui," Head Waiter said.
INA reservation for five, here it is
iMadame" he said very politely as
lhe pointed a boney French finger at
tsomeone else's reservation on the
llist he held.
'1 "Jacque, seat this table at once,"
iHead Waiter shouted in rap-
lid French to a scared-looking,
'!wiryman.
1 Zirconia-wearing family mern-Iber smiled at me and adjusted an
tearring as the five of us followedJacque to "our" table.
I·There 'we feasted on escargot,buttered sole, saucison and cremebrulee. And upon walking out the[door, .I saw another party of five
1yellin'g in irate French at the head
lwaiter, conceding there was clear-11y a mix-up and that they did in
tfact have a reservation. I looked at
.Zirconia-wearing .family' member.
ml5
a
.mn.gs s..p..a.ik..l•..ed a..s..wewalke. doutthe r,The 'U <..;.AmeriCan is not
. . iIlilocent;·,: -"~'~-'''''''
- - . 'No oile is iimocent.'"
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BY JULIA C..ARREDONDO
Culture Writer
The "Fade to Red: Reflections on
the HIVand AIDS Epidemic" exhib-
it in the Boise State Student Union
Gallery opened on Nov. 12 and will
have its opening reception Nov. 17
at7p.m.
Those who care about the crisis
will attend and able to view four dif-
ferent artists' work, a year-by-year
timeline of the epidemic and short
histories of past artists who strove
for HIV/AIDS awareness through-
out their careers and lives.
BY MEL TROUT
Culture Writer
Jarvis Cocker's self-titled solo al-
bum was finally released Tuesday,
Nov. 14 from Rough Trade Records.
Since Pulp's final album in 2001,
fans of Sheffield's sexiest song-
ster have been anxiously awaiting
this moment.
Fortunately, Cocker doesn't dis-
appoint. Jarvis is a fine blend of Brit-
pop, American folk and retro I970s
rock that might just restore my faith
in modern music.
Now mind you, most Jarvis Cocker
fans would be delighted hearing his
suave voice reciting from a tele-
phone book. In fact, one of his re-
cent projects includes reading fine
literature like JD Salinger's "The
Laughing Man" released on lTunes.
But just because he could get
away with it doesn't mean he should
BY JEFFERY WEISS
The Dallas Morning News
College professors aren't all god-
less heathens, but they are more
secular than the general' popula-
tion, according to it neW study.
And the more elite the institution,
the more secular the professors are
likely to be. '.
The study was done by two so-
ciologists - Neil Gross .of Harvard
University and Solon Simmons of
George Mason University. .
Theyconta.cted 1,471 professors
at· religious· and. secular' colleges
':"',;.J,
The timeline chronicles facts
and information on how the disease
has spread throughout our country
and throughout the world. It begins
pre-198I and continues to 2006, and
shows how far the epidemic has
spread. ,
By 1992 - only 11 years after the
first documented case - AIDS was
the number one cause of death for
United States men between the ages
of 35 and 44, and the number-one
cause of death for all Americans
ages 35-44 in 1994.
The timeline states that early
in the epidemic (1982) media and
allow lackluster lyrics to pervade his
first solo project.
My favorite track on the album,
"Quantum Theory," makes reason-
ing about the nature of reality sound
as simple as sketching a dream.
"Somewhere in a parallel dimen-
sion/happening now but not with-
in your sight/the forces that bind
our universe together/everything
is going to be all right." As usual,
and asked about politics and faith.
The purpose of their report, re-
leased on the Internet, was to as-
sess the observation by many reli-
gious conservatives that America's
universities are "a haven largely
freed from religious perspectives."
Among the notable results:
i\lmost a third answered "none"
when' asked their religion - more
than twice the percentage found in
the general population;.· -
Science professors were the least
religious.·' Accounting . professors
c\Verethe mosueligious; .
•...·•.·More than 'half the profess()rs at
I
health care professionals used the
term GRID (gay-related immune de-
ficiency) when referring to the dis-
ease. The timeline then ends with
the First Annual National Women
and Girls HIY/AIDS Awareness Day
in the U.S. in 2006. No one is safe, not
even the daughters of America.
"Sex is not without danger," ex-
plains Sue Rooke in her artist state-
ment on "Car's Cradle" a sculpture
made of clay, wood, string and wire.
Her other sculpture on display,
"Dialogue," urges communication
about the epidemic. Bpth sculptures
are of strong, sturdy figures looking
Cocker is brilliant but inviting as he
passionately expresses alternative
philosophies about the quality of
being. If this all sounds too neoteric,
don't fret.
Cocker didn't betray his shoe gaz-
er routes. "From A to I" sounds like-
a classic Pulp song fusing politically
radical lyrics with a slick beat. "Like
the Roman Empire fell away/let me
tell you that we're going the same
way ... lit's the end." It's refreshing to
find a modern musician whose civic
understanding extends farther than
the politics of dancing.
The hidden track, "Running the
World," which was released as a
video online this past summer, is
both honest and hilarious in its in-
terpretation of the current politi-_
cal climate. It's hard to decide what
is more impressive - his expert use
of the phrase "anthropologically
unjust" or that he boiled down the
places other than so-called "elite"
universities said they absolutely
believed in God. About a third of
the professors at elite schools took
that position (the study used the
U.S. News and World Report rank-
ings to define elite institutions).
About 30 percent of community
college professors considered in-
teIllgent design as a seriousscien-
tific alternative.
Fewer than six percent' of
professors. at elite universities took
thatpositlon. . .' '.
.'In amuch larger survey, released
.by the UnIversity of CaliforniaiLOs
up and holding at least one palm
open - perhaps asking "why?"
Artist Eric R. Moore has two
sculptures on display. His piece,
"Everyman," persuades everyone
to take a look into each other's eyes
and realize that we truly are all the
same. He describes how "Harmony,"
Moore's second sculpture, "depicts
the soul, precariously from and
within the twisted cage that repre-
sents the victim's mind, body and
soul."
Michael Thorstensen's "Dear
Diarrhea (My Life on HIV Meds)"
contains parts of journal entries,
images of a toilet, a roll of tissue
paper, a candle and can of air fresh-
ener - all pieces of a very specific
time in his life and illness. . .
Zelia Bardsley's NRick," a multi-
media piece, was inspired by her
friend Rick. The brilliant color inter-
woven with metal work and pictures
explore and share with the viewer
who Rick was.
The exhibit will be on display
until Dec. 1 and provides informa-
tion on other artists such as Robert
Mapplethorpe (1946-1989), Keith
Haring (1958-1990) and David
Wajnarowicz (1954-1992).
AIDS/HIV charity art
gallery, "Fade into Red,"
brightens up Boise State.
Located in the Student
Union Gallery, the exhibit
promotes-awareness of
the HIV and AIDS
epidemics while
incorporating the "Red"
theme used by similar
campaigns.
The show closes Dec. 1.
class war into the simple sentiment,
"Cunts are still running the world."
Clearly, Cocker has elected to
retain his sharp, Wildean humor for
this album.
The best example of this is "Fat
Children," which inspires com-
parisons to punk-rock archetype
The Clash. It's upbeat, raucous and
strangely fun as he repeats, "Fat
children took my life."
Like The Clash, it's not all fun and
games as he describes a failed police
force that is more concerned with
"putting bullets in some guy's head
for no particular reason" than pro-
tecting the inner-city community.
My only disappointment in the
album was the lack of libidinous
lyrics that were the linchpin of
Pulp's sound.
"Black Magic" makes a decent
effort and brings with it images of
bare-chested guitar gods wooing
groupies with smooth licks and
even smoother vocals. It, cannot
compare with his past work that
had the ability to make me blush
whenever I heard him wittily growl
"I don't know where you got those
clothes/but you can take them off/
if it makes you feel better." For this
reason, I don't think this album
could ever replace his past work.
It's true, Jarvis Cocker isn't Pulp.
While this album retains most of
the clever witticisms and shy sexi-
ness he's known for, at 43 it's no
surprise that his music appeals to
a slightly more mature audience.
Nevertheless, one would be
hard-pressed to find a finer ex-
ample of an aging hipster. Rather
than fade into pop-culture obscu-
rity, Cocker delivers a solid perfor-
mance that convinces me that he
will remain an in die icon for many
more years.
Angeles, earlier this year, more
than 80 percent of professors said
they were "splritual."
The studies indicate that spiritu-
ality affects how professors teach
and. interact with the world, said
[ennlfer A. Lindholm,. the UCLA
project director.
Her study concluded that the
more spiritual professors .were
more likely to use cooperative
leimiing techniques in the class-
roomr to use their scholarship to
address. community needs and to
encourage students to perform
cOlDDlunlty service.
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Johnson remains hospitalized
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports EditorlanJohnson nominated to
Walter Camp watth-list AsofWednesday, Nov. 15,Boise State star run-
ning back Ian Johnson remained a patient at
O'Connor Hospital in San Jose, Calif. Johnson
suffered a partially collapsed lung during BSU's
game at San Jose State Saturday, Nov. 11.
Johnson rushed for 149 yards on 29 carries
with one touchdown against San Jose. Shortly
after the game, however, Johnson was taken to
the San Jose hospital. BSUwas hopeful Johnson
would be released 'fuesday. His status was re-
ported to be unchanged Wednesday. The BSU
athletic department said he is in stable condition
and working on his recovery under the supervi-
sion of San Jose State team doctors.
There has been no announcement yet as to
when Johnson will return to the football field.
Earlier in the week Bronco Head Coach Chris
Petersen hadn't ruled out Johnson's return for
the Utah State football game. As the week pro-
gresses, however, it is becoming less likely
Johnson will pad up by the end ofthe week.
"It's just a matter of time," Petersen said. "The
time-table we still don't know. Youplay the per-
centages, the guy's gonnaget hit hard, he's gon-
na get hit a lot. That's been a concern of ours all
year. It finally caught up with him a little bit."
As for Johnson's injury, Petersen is uncertain
in what part of the game it occurred. Petersen
said there is speculation it may have happened
during the second quarter ofthe game, but there
is no way of knowing for sure.
If Johnson was injured during the first half he
managed to carry the football nearly 20 more
times. He would have rushed for a touchdown
following the injury as well. Johnson also played
a crucial role in helping the Broncos overcome
an eight-point deficit late in the game.
"I don't think anyone's ever doubted lan's
toughness. To play running back you've got to
be one of the toughest guys, if not the toughest
guy on the field. (lan)'s an extremely tough guy.
It gives us great hope that he'll be back in a short
time."
The Broncos host Utah State (1-9) Saturday
and then travel to the University ofNevada-Reno
for the season finale Saturday Nov:25. Johnson's
status wlllremain day-to-day as the university
wants to assure his health before putting him
back on the field.
"We'vegot a lot ofother good players," Petersen
said. "We'll just take him one day at a time:'
The Walter Camp Football
Foundation announced Monday
the "Player to Watch" list for its
2006 Player of the Year award and
Boise State University running
back Ian Johnson is among the
elite group.
A sophomore from San Dimas,
Calif., Johnson currently leads the
nation in scoring with 21 touch-
downs and 126points.
He is also the nation's fourth
leading rusher with 1,466 yards
and is fourth in all-purpose yards
with 1,517.
He is averaging 6.6 yards per
carry and 146.66yards rushing.per
game.
The Walter Camp Player of the
Year award is the fourth-oldest in-
dividual college football award in
the country.
The award is voted on by the 119
NCAA Division I-A head coaches
and sports information direc-
tors and will be announced live
on the 6 p.m, (ET) edition of ESPN
SportsCenter Dec. 7.
The winner will receive his tro-
phy at the Foundation's annual
national awards banquet Jan.
13, 2007, at the Yale University
Commons in New Haven, Conn.
Johnson is one of two play-
ers from a Western Athletic
Conference team named on the
list. University of Hawaii quar-
terback Colt Brennan is the other
WACplayer.
The Big 10 Conference is the
only league to have more play-
ers named to the list. Ohio State
linebacker James Laurinaitis and
quarterback Troy Smith are on it,
along with Michigan running back
Michael Hart.
The BigEast Conference also has
two players listed: Rutgers running
back Ray Rice and West Virginia
running back Steve Slaton.
The Walter Camp Football
Foundation also selects an annual
All-America team, which is voted
on by division I-A head coaches
and sports information directors.
The following is a complete list
of players currently named to the
watch list:
I feel1ike
I'm taking crazy pills!
BY BRIAN LUPTAK
Sports Columnist
Disoriented: it's the only word
I can think of to describe my level
of confusion, frustration and utter
annoyance. I feel ilke I am lost in a
world that used to seem somewhat
familiar to me. I'm scrambling to
realize what happened and I can
only laugh at myself. Because let's
admit it, it is comical. It's like trying
to walk down a hillside covered in
ice. You start running with the mo-
mentum, hoping to gain control,
the entire way down only to face
plant at the bottom. Everyone else
is laughing at you; you might as well
join them.
At least I know I'm not the only
one feeling like this. See, I used to
think that I knew college football.
If I would have whtten down my
pick for every NCAA Division I-A
football game last weekend, I doubt
I would've guessed half of them
correct. I mean, was college foot-
ball seriously that screwed up last
week?
Not only did the events of week
11pick on me, they did so in mass
quantities. It all started a week ago.
I knew that Rutgers was on the rise
but so was Louisville. I honestly
didn't think that the undefeated
status of Rutgers was good enough
to challenge the momentum of
the Cardinals coming off of their
huge victory against West Virginia.
However, it was surprisingly easy to
push the game aside without major
damage to my ego. Little did I know
that Saturday was to be open sea-
son on my self-esteem.
In my eyes, the" schedule, for
the weekend was a little dry. I was
looking forward to the Tennessee/
Arkansas game, and of course Boise
State at San Jose State but that was
pretty much it.
With my two games of interest
playing later in the day, I woke up
just in time to watch the fourth,
fifth, sixth and eighth ranked teams
somehow struggle against medio-
cre challengers.
After witnessing the unexpected,
I decided I wasn't dreaming and ac-
cepted the reality. I began to break
the games down individually and
search for excuses. Unfortunately,
legitimacy was all that I could find.
Okay, so quarterback Colt McCoy
from Texas got-injured; so what?
His backup, Jevan Snead, was neck
and neck with him for the starting
position all summer. Snead was ful-
lycapable of leading the Longhorns
to a victory, especially over Kansas
State. Auburn's own quarterback,
Brandon Cox, threw four inter-
ceptions. You just can't throw that
many picks and expect to win; I
don't care who -you are. In Cal's.
case, not only did Nate Longshore
throw three picks, the Bears blew a
17-3halftime lead. .
I give up. There are no excus-
es to explain why Louisville and
Texas dropped seven places or why
Auburn plummeted from fifth to
15th. There are only the facts and
the fact is that they didn't deserve
to be there.
I made this realization while
watching the fourth quarter of the
highly contested game between
BSUand San Jose State. I realized-
I had a different feeling than I did
during the final quarter of those
other three match ups: I never
thought that the Broncos would
lose.'
I've come to the conclusion that it
is impossible to underestimate any
team, exceptfoimaybe Duke. Atthe
same time, it is entirely too easy to
overestimate every team regardless
oftheirrankorrecord. Additipnally,
if Ian Johnson can playa football
game with a collapsed lung,. then
he really is indestructible. -
I'm not about to make my, as-
sumptionsabouttheOSU/Michigan
game coming up. However, I will
forbid myself to even guarantee
that the winner will be in the BCS
Championshlp~ WIth only two
weeks remalning, I'm now open
t()8nytllWg happening. Excep.tJor
I)UkeaetUal1ywinnfu~ agaIile, ofcomse. f· ~ :'.,. -.-
c Ian's an
extremely tough
guy. It gives us
great hope that
he'll be back in
a short time. "
- Coach Peterson,
BSU Head Football Coach
Ian Johnson
remained in a
San Jose Hospital
Wednesday and is
being treated for
a partially
collapsed lung.
Johnson suffered
the injury during
Boise State's game
at San Jose State
Saturday.
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(Ouest record)
5-3/41·31 5-3/44-28 2-6/39-25 4-4/43-29
.BSU BSU BSU BSU
OSU OSU OSU Michigan
Wake Wake Wake VT
CAL USC USC USC
UW WSU WSU WSU
BC Maryland BC BC
3-5/37-35 6-2/39·33
BSU BSU
OSU OSU
Wake Wake
USC USC
UW WSU
BC BC
Last week/season
Ian Johnson, RB, sophomore - Boise State
Colt Drennan, QlJ, junior -Hawal'l
Michael Hart, RD, junior - Michigan
Calvin Johnson, WR, junior - Georgia Tech
lames Laurinailis, LB, sophomore- Ohio State
Darren McFadden, RD, sophomore -Arkansas
lJrady Quinn, QlJ, senior - Notre Dame
Ray Rice. RIl, sophomore - Rutgers
Steve Slaton, RIl, snphomore - West Virginia
Troy Smith, QIl, senior - Ohio State
Utah State
@#12BoiseState
#2Michigan
@#1Ohio State
#19 Virginia Tech
@1I14 Wake Forest
#17 California
. @1I4USC
Washington
@Washington State
#21 Maryland
@#20 Boston College
WAC names two BSU
student-athletes
player of the week
Making the game-winning field
goal in Boise State University's
23-20 win over San Jose State
University this Nov. 11has earned
the BSU football team's place
kicker Anthony Montgomery the
WAC Special Teams Player of the
Week award.
A senior from Hanford, Calif.,
Montgomery made his game win-
ning 37-yard field goal as time
expired on the clock to give the
undefeated Broncos their 10th
win ofthe 2006 season.
Montgomery was also success-
ful in his two other field goal at-
tempts during the game from
24 and 27 yards.
Montgomery's award marks
the 10th time this season a Boise
State player has won the offensive,
defensive or special teams honor.
BSU volleyball team libero
Jackie Stroud has been named
the Western Athletic Conference
Volleyball Player of the Week for
the week of Nov. 13.
This is the first career WAC
Player of the Week award for
the senior.
The Amarillo, Texas, native
broke the WAC record for digs in
a conference match, with 41 digs
in a five-game win over Fresno
State Nov. 11.
Stroud also - set three Bronco
records, reaching a career and
season milestone and shattering a
10-year-old school record against
Fresno State.saturday.
Stroud, who began this week
- ranked ninth on the WAC's all-
time list for career digs, increased
her career total to 1,403.
ShecurrentIy ranks sixth in con-
ference history.
Stroud _ also broke the
BroDCtJ-<single-season,dlg .
"eOrclWttb433 thli S~~Jl;' -
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NFL
Indianapolis
@Dallas
IndyIndyIndyIndyIndyDallas
DenverDenverSDSDD~nver.SDSan Diego
@Denver
Utah State searches for second win
junior wide-out Kevin Robinson. Utah State's Achilles's heel this
Robinson (6-0, 195) has benefited season has been its rush defense.
from Nelson's emergence as the The Aggie defense is allowing more
starter. His receiving stats have than five yards per carry to op-
spiked to new heights during ponents and has surrendered 18
Nelson's time under center. touchdowns on the ground this sea-
Against Louisiana - Tech three son. The team's pass defense isn't in
weeks ago Robinson had six catches much better condition. The Utah
for 141yards and two touchdowns. State secondary has combined to
Despite the breakout, Utah State intercept opposing quarterbacks
ranks last in the conference in pass- five times this season -which is sec-
ing and scoring offense. The Aggie ond worst in the WAC- and allowed
rushoffenseisn'tmuchbet~er,com- the most passing touchdowns in
ing in at No.6 in the WACand aver- the WACthis season with 25.
aging atotal of 115.2yards per game , Some mayask, "Do the Aggles
rushing. Leading the way is junior have a bright spot on defense?" Yes,
running back Marcus Cross. they do have at least one. Junior
Cross (5-11,209) is likely the big- safety Antonio Taylor (6-1, Z14)has
gest threat on the Utah State of- been the biggest asset to the Aggie .
fense. Not only does Cross lead the defense. Even at safety, Taylor leads
team in rushing with 642 yards but the team in tackles with 62. He has
he also has 26. receptions for 204 one interception on the season and
yards and a touchdown this sea- also has fout pass break-ups.
son. He is the team's No.2 leading 11tah State's season-long strug-
receiver: However, Cross and theglcs wiUlikely continue in the-re- .
Aggieoffense have, at. best,' been ,mafningweeks~
poonunning the football. Cross is, However, the Aggies will try to
only averaging 3.7 yards percalry 'salvage what they can of their dis".
and he only ]las three touchdowns. '."mal season with a full effort against
on theseaseri. '·BSU;, -
Nelson (6-1, 195) has appeared in
Utah State's last six games and was
the starting quarterback in the
Sure, the Utah State Aggies are at Fresno State victory. Nelson is a
the bottom of the Western Athletic local product for the Aggies. He is
Conference standings but that from Logan, Utah, the hometown
doesn't make their upcoming game for Utah State University. The true
with Boise State any less impor- freshman was a standout player
tanto in high school, was named "Mr.
uYou'vegottostoptherun," Aggie Football" in the state of Utah and
Head Coach Brent Guy said on how also received All-State and All-
to beat the undefeated Broncos. American honors as well.
.You have to stop Ian Johnson from Nelson got the Aggie off to a hot
running the football. They're No. 1 start once he landed the starting
in our conference right now and so job. He comes into the Boise State
you have to stop the run and obvi- contest with 834 passing yards but
ously not give them a short field or that is not his only threat: Nelson is
do anything silly like that." also the Aggies' No.2 rusher on the
Utah State comes in with a 1. season and he's only played mlittle
9 overall record and a 1.5 record . more than five games. -
in the WAC.The Aggies' lone win ' Nelson has thrown six touch-
was against lowly Fresno State Oct. downs and five interceptions. He's
7 and are currentlyrlding a four kept his completion percentage
game losing strealC,including their around 57 percent but, like the rest
,two most recent loSses to Hawaii of the team, Nelson's performance
and Nevada. But ·tho'se losses has cooled down In recent weeks.
weren't just lmy losses •UtQhState He's thrown. three interceptions
was outscored 105-10in the last two . and zerotol1chdownsiDthep~st
games. '.tWo gamesfQr UtabState.. - .
.., FrfishJnlUl~qi.tarterback MeY_ .•......NelSon's favorite mrgethas been_
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
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Wr~stlingteam hits the mat
BY ADAM· ADER
Sports Writer
Last Saturday, Nov. 11, the Boise
State wrestling team started its
season in Laramie, Wyo. For the
Broncos - a team filled with 14
freshmen and one injured senior -
it was a tough learning experience.
Many of the freshmen learned that
high school wrestling and college
wrestling are two very different sto-
ries.
Their introduction to college
wrestling came at the Cowboy
Classic, hosted by the University
of Wyoming. The Broncos had four
wrestlers place in the top three
at the one-day tournament. Luke
Smith was the consolation cham-
pion in the 165-pound weight
class. Andy Patrick won the conso-
lation championship for the heavy-
weight division. Smith .and Patrick
competed In the Elite Division of
the tournament.
In the Amateur Division Ryan
Allen placed second in the 197-
pound weight class. Levi Jones
wrestled his wayto a third place
finish in the 133-pound weight
class. Despite some Individual suc-
cesses at the tournament, Head
Coach Greg Randall feels the team
still has a lot of improving to do.
"We didn't wrestle that well,"
Randall said. "We got a lot of young
guys wrestling for the first time.
It might have been a shock to them
how tough college wrestling is.
Guys are much stronger and more
physical. It opened their eyes a
little bit."
"The biggest jump from high
school is that you find yourself on
top of the mountain a little bit,"
freshman Levi Jones said. "In col-
lege every match Is a 'Donny Brook.'
It's going tobe a close one."
Coach Randall wants his men to
improve their way of thinking. He
believes they can be a really good
team. He feels that they work hard
enough and are strong enough
and fast enough to contend 'with
high competitors. Coach Randall
feels that the mental part of the
sport is his team's biggest weakness
right now.
"We did some good things:
Randall said. "Right nQW I think
we're looking for an easy win. They
found out it's not that easy. It's mere
of a mental thing than anything.
And that's part of the coach's job·
to get them past that mental thing.
They weren't prepared mentally
enough. Physically we're fine. We
do everything the right way; [we]
lift hard, wrestle hard, run hard."
Randall expects his team to Im-
prove rapidly. He sees they have the
passion, desire and will ro win. He
thinks it will show soon, He hopes
the team will take every match to
heart, especially the losses.
"They like to win, they hate to
lose," Randall said. "Being as young .
as they are there's a IQtof room for
Improvement over the course of the
season. Hopefully we can start see-
ing that even after one week. I think
we will because I think every time
YQUlose you learn something about
yourself.'
The team is very young and in-
experienced. They will. get better
in the future. These are the kind of
statements Randall acknowledges
but doesn't want to sit on because
he feels that the future is now,
"I hate to say we're rebuild-
ing, because you never' want to .
give anybody an excuse to lose,"
Randall said. "[If we] start talking
about 'well, we're young, we'll wait
till next year,' that's giving our guys
an excuse to lose. We want to win
now."
Theclose matches and the third
periods are what concern Randall.
Many of his men lost close match-
es that he feels they should have
WQn, including Levi Iones who re-
ceived third In the amateur divi-
sion but lost 11-10 to Jimmy Savala
of Chadron State.
The team Is doing what the coach
wants and taking in the experi-
ence.
"I ended up a little short," Jones
said. "Wrestled six matches and in
the fourth match lost in the semis.
I was beating the kid and lost
because I stopped wrestling. I
learned I have some improvements
to make, no doubt."
Boise State competes in the
PAC-lO rather than the Western
Athletic Conference like the rest of
the Bronco athletics.
The school switched wrestling
affiliations because of a lack of
wrestling programs in the WAC.
BSU travels to Medford, Ore.,
Saturday for the Best of the West
Tournament.
Many people feel that the wres-
tling team is an up-and-coming
program but has a lot of improve-
ments to make,
"That tournament wasn't the
toughest tournament and we didn't
do very well," Randall said. "That
tells you where we are."
NBDL season nears for Sta'mpede
Another aspect ofthe NBDL that
is affecting a few players in Boise is
the league's ability to place players
The Idaho Stampede is with- In cities close to where they played
In a week of its opening game college ball. The Stampede has two
against the Colorado l4ers Nov. such players on the preseason ros-
24. The Stampede is entering the terthisseason:JermalneBlackburn
2006-07 season with many new and Lance Allred. Allred gradu-
looks around the franchise. Head ated from Weber State University,
Coach Bryan Gates is back for his in Weber, Utah, In 2005. Blackburn.
second stint with the team, but played two seasons for the Boise
will be coaching in the National State Broncos and was drafted by
Basketball Development League the Stampede in 2005 at the end of
for the first time. his collegiate career at BSU.
Gates was with the organiza- "It's good to be back in Boise,"
tion for the first seven years of Its Blackburn said. "The fans are very
existence. He did, however, spend supporting of me. Before anywhere
the last two years away from Idaho else, I would like to come back and
pursuing other career ventures. - play In Boise. I feel more comfort-
Gates is excited about his second able here. I have a good relation-
chance with the Stampede and ship with Coach Gates. Plus it's a
couldn't be happier about being great place to play."
back in Boise. Blackburn averaged 15.4 points
"I went to school here - this is my per game as a senior at Boise State.
home," Gates said. "I was with the Last season, for the Stampede,
team from day one. This is what he averaged 10 points per game
I've waited for from day one." in just 47 games. Blackburn had
The Stampede was previously been playing for the West Sydney
affiliated with the Continental Razorbacks in Australia before
Basketball Association. Now they moving back to Boise during the
are working directly with the early part ofthe 2005-06 season.
National Basketball Association. According to Blackburn, the
TheNBDL is expected to pres- transition to the NBDL is a great
ent many new opportunities for opportunity for players like hlm-
Stampede players, who are all self. One of the biggest assets the
working on their dream of getting league provides is the higher level
to the NBA. of experience gained from players
"I think it's covered a lot more: such as Randy Livingston, Eddie
Gates said. "I think it's scouted a Robinson and Peter John Ramos.
lot more. I think when players are "I try to watch things they're do-
assigned from the NBA the higher- lng, pick up on things," Blackburn
ups will come watch you. I think said. "I ask a lot of questions to
that's a bigger deal." where I can Improve myself as a
Because of the switch to the player. It's good to have older guys
NBDL the preseason has been an and guys that have played at the
adjustment forthe Stampede, com- next level. They teach you a lot."
pared to years past. For the first Livingston was an NBA jour-
time players drafted in the NBDL neyman with the Houston
draft are required to start the sea- Rockets, PhoeniX Suns, Minnesota
son with their respective team. In Timberwolves, New Orleans
previous years, players were often Hornets, Utah Jazz and Chicago
drafted and shipped somewhere Bulls. Robinson spent the 'OS sea-
else without ever playing a game son in the NBA with the Hornets
in Boise. and Bulls. Ramos is a 7'3" center
from Puerto Rico who spent the
2005-06 season on the Washington
Wizards roster and also attended
the Wizards fall camp in 2006.
Veteran experience will certain-
ly help the Stampede prepare in
their short preseason camp.
Coach Gates Is. optimistic about
the 2006 draft class. He said he
feels It was as good a group of draft
picks as they could have hoped for.
"We had some big-time surpris-
es and a couple disappointments,"
Gates said. "It's just the way it is.
When you have a draft with that
many players, not everyone is go-
Ing to pick the players you think
they are. We are excited to have
Peter and Eddie as our first two. We
thought that was a good start."
Gates and his staff began pre-
season camp with 17players on the
roster but have already cut the ros-
ter down to 13. The final number
of players a team can have is 12,
which means that the Stampede
has one more spot to cut.
Players can be called up at any
time by either NBA affiliate, the
Jazz or the Seattle Supersonics. If
a player is called up to the NBA,
the Stampede is able to replace
him with.a player from an NBDL
talent pool.
While the uncertainty leaves
a roster in limbo all season long,
according to Gates it is all part
ofthe job.
"If we had everyone of our guys
called up, that's what we're here
for," Gates said.
The Stampede has three sched-
uled home games to open the reg-
ular season. The team will then
hit the road for a seven game road
trip. Gates is down to eight days to
tip-off, which leaves his short-term
goals very simple.
"I don't want to sound cliche, but
I just want to win that first game,"
Gates said. "We have three at home
and seven on the road. So that's
what we're looking at. Then it's a
process after that."
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
Feb. 9
sp.m.
vs. UCDavis
. 7 p.m.
vs. Stanford
(Beauty and the Beast)
Next Tournament:..
Best of the West Tournament
Saturday, Nov.
Medford, Ore.
The team:
• Only BSU sport to compete
inPac-l0 .
• ~2 total wrestlers on roster
• 14freshmen on the team
• Bight members from Idaho
(~~)~ OKEOU?
Thursday, November 16, 2006
SmokeOutEve~ts: .. '.
.- Support'
• Freequit kits
- Giveaways
- Tobaccocessation services
-Informationon the effects of smoking, Including
secondhand smoke .
Where: Quad.9:00am-3:00pm
SUB;'8:00am-5:00pm
BoiseWest~ampus,. 8:00am-5:00pm
HEALTH ·WELLNESS·COUNSELlNG 80m • STATE
SERVICES
... " ... "
ST~;;~~OA;~~RS
www.boisestate.edu/healthservices/wellnesslinfo/tobacco.asp
~, .
Zhere it
'Qys to Care
When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance' at life.
Thousands will benefit from
.your blood-plasma donations.
Up to $200 compensation
, ~for your first month.
\
rfurtker information on .
wyou can 'helpplease call-
Bioma(USA, Inc.
(208)338~0613.
," -', '.,'-,", .
Skiing
lce5katJng
Snowmobiling
Snowboarding
and maybe even '
Snowman bUilding.
iComing December4th. THE.ARBmR<:~
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,,\Y IT
hSUCLmsl
ORGANIZATIONS
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need paid survey
takers In Boise. 100% FREE
to Join click on surveys.
. .
RFNT IT
HOMES
www.frpmrenta/s.com
.Jedtt~Uv:
New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation
Investment Properties
Jessica Hunt
RealEstate
Professional
wwwjesslcahunr.cam
C208.411.1677
F 108.43304S87
jhunrfPhalland"",lty.lnfa
PrequalUy today at
1~i"iiiIJ:ll)w"':iJ.com
bmu~ht toyov fry
ldilhn lfOJJ~1'lg ,n4 l"IIlIIlU AJSlJdalwJ'f
1-86~432-4()66
FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED for furnished town-
house No petsl smoking. $4501
month & utilities. 263-7919
. "I Ll IT P
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new In
crate with lifetime warranty.
list $2000. Saa1flc8 $699.t
668-1464.
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH Stain Resls-
tant.t Ufetlme wananty.t Stili
In boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
selll $499.t 668-1464.
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS' set brand new
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7-PIECE CHERRY Bed·
room set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 668-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-ln-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 666·
1464.
FULL SIZE ORTHOPE-
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
In package, wananty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED.QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
still In plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can de-
liver. 921-6643.
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
655-9666
Mattress, king pillow-top mat-
tress & box. Never used. Stili
In factory wrapper. Cost $550,
sacrifice $295. (206) 919-
3060.
Pool table, 6 ft. table, l' slate,
leather pockets, Aramlth balls,
ace. pkg. Included. New In
box. Cost $4,500, sell $1,450.
(206) 362-7150.
Dining set, cherrywood, 63-
hutch & Buffet, 76' table w/2
leaves, 6 curved back chairs.
Dovetail drawers. Side server
also available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (206) 362-
7150.
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction. Sleigh
bed, 2 nightstands, dresser wi
mirror, tall chest, TV armoire,
dovetail drawers. Will sell all
Dr part. Cost $10,000, sell
$2,900. (206) 362-7150.
ElECTRONICS
DISCOUNT COM-
PUTERSTORE
RJM Computers in Boise
Idaho's largest Indapendent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Over-
land Road in Boise. (206) 472-
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwlre Wira-
less Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 472-
2600 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
. .
WORK IT
rot\ATCC'-.J 1V lJ. "u
\V(JRK IT.
SONIC DRIVE·IN
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full and Part time positions
available. Flexible hours.
Competitive Wages. Apply at
any of the 8 Treasure Valley
Sonic Drive-In locations.
MAKE MONEY with firstllne
part tlma while going to school
and full time In the summer.
We are the Nations Fastest
Growing Technology Compa-
ny- Paid rent, Tuition Bonus,
Paid V&::atlons, and More. Vis-
It gofirstllne.com or call Ryan
Alspach at (801)-310-1353
i~.
t\.,;.i ••.C8nler
"'_'1_1;!I!A';1i
"'1;,$' . , ., '.-'
)~anclOtf-
Pmpu~Jobs
andl~hlps'
rorcUmmtand
III'8dualing
.stude."_,_'k':1i
Checkout
:~!
.O\.t..~"'''-~''''''lft*'l'' '
Classified ads may be PlacedfOurways: onour website at .
www.arbiteronllne.com. email: c1asslfleds@arblteronilne.
com, phone; 345-8204 ext. laO, or stop by the office, at
1605 University Drive. (acrossfrom the SUB).
\\'ORK IT
OTHER
NATURAL REWARDS
12 career oporrtunltles avail-
able. work around school
schedule & at own pace. must
be ambitious, good leadership
skills. 'GREAT BONUSES'1
call Brad @ 206·922-9134 Dr
email gam-4620@yahoo.com
GREAT BENEFITS
(FOR PARTTIMERSTOO!)
NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Need your help contacting
members throughout the U.S.
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT-
EVENING AND
WEEKEND SHIFTS·20 to 40
HOURS AWEEK
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
'Medical/dentallvision
'Vacation and sick pay
'401(k)
I$9 to $12per houri
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL US AT 658-4888
Joe's Crab
Shack.s Now Seeking
SERVERS, HOSTS-
& BUSSERS
AppIkanrs must have experience.
We offer excellent health
& dental benefits, pajd vacation
and super employee discounts!
Aa'JY in person
2288 North Garden St
(Next to Double Tree Riverside)
Ph: (208) 33(,,9370 • fOE.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Smith and Page
7 Coolidge's
nickname
10 o-ne, e.g.
14 Leftover ones
15 Caesar's hail
·16 Cocoyam
17 Gives one's
address?
18EI
19 Shade trees
20 Chicago tower
,21 Videos channel
22 Oxford needs
23 Devours
24 Cure starter?
25 Capital of the
Comoros
26 Crumple and
squeeze
28 Dudley Do-
Right, e.g.
29 Oozed
30 Can. province
31 "A Is Born"
32 Western Pacific
hurricane
35 Nocturnal fliers
39 Sellout letters
40 Withstand
45 London so long
47 Type of diver
48 Agassi's game
49 Roulette bet
50 Fishing poles
51 Hunter of stars'
52 Pres. Lincoln
53 Eliot's Marner
54 Porter or stout
55 Yale man
56 Legislative house
57 Sicilian
landmark
58 Out of the bus.
59 Hasbro
competition
60 Goes bad
61 Serpentine
curve
62 AI and Bobby of
auto racing
IPART-TIMEI [ MODELS I
AGENCY NEEDS TAL-
ENTI models, actors, extras,
promotional work available
nowl Earn $72-770 daily. Not
a school. No experience. Call
208-433-9511
Queen orthopedic pillow-top __ -
mattress box. New In plas-
tic. Cost $400, sacrifice $195.
(208) 919-3080.
DOWN
1 Take over
2 Free from strife
3 London stage
4 Shreds
5 Ticks off
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6 Puncture sound
7 Desert growth
8 Tel_-Jaffa
9 Headed up
10 Thomas _ Eliot
11 Boxer Jersey Joe
12 Neighbor of Iran
13 More
domineering
21 Speed stat
22 Rawls or Reed
24 Molting
25 Took the A-1 to
London
27 Court divider
28 #6 on the dial
30 Expression of
surprise
33 Paid athlete, for
short
34 Born in Cannes
35 Supreme Court
opening month
36 Cabby's query
37 Not severe
38 Guadalajara
women
41 Short races
Solutions
s 1:I 3 S
1 3 1 1
3 1 'tJ N
S 'tJ 1 I
sao 1:I
'tJ 3 S d
1 SIS
42 Set apart
43 Sleeping pill
44 Dangling
ornaments
46 Tin Tin
47 Presidential
initials
HOROSCOPES
best things in life are still free. You
know what they are, too. Surround
yourself with them.
Today's B1rthda
Thisyeari
closets,
You do
chec
1-16-06)
cleaning out
ng old projects.
o them all, just
your lists. GeL,
'-'~;
~BODILY RV
CAREER FAIRI
MONDAY, NOV. 20
12Noon·7PM
1580 W OVERLAND IN MERIDIAN
BODLY RV IS A OREAT PLACE TO WORK!qw,1ItM., dw. q.J SjJ
DUE TO OUR CONI1NUEO GROWTH, WE ARE
CURRENTLy HRNG IN&PEPARTMENTSI
SALES .. PARTS .. SeRVICE
GREAT STARTING SALARY, BENEFITS,
TRAINING, FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
CANT MAKe rr IN PERSON.,
(177) 147.... 21, ASK'0. iieUTT
Gemini (May 2Hune 21)
Today is an 8 - Finally, there's
time to relax. Sure there will be
a few stickers to pick out ofyour
clothing. Take a nice walk in the
park anyway, off the beaten path.
TINA, YOU WERE ONLY §i
SUPPOSED TO DOCUMENT 0
OUR PROJECT STATUS, ~
NOT REWRITE THE i
ENTIRE SCOPE. K
OUR CEO LOVES THE
NEW PROJECT SCOPE.
WE'LL EXPECT YOU TO
DO THAT WITHOUT
EXTRA RESOURCES.
IS THIS A
"NEENER -NEENER N
SITUATION OR
MORE OF A
"WHO'S YOUR
DADDy?N?
)
eo (July 23-Aug. 22)
is a 6 - Catch up on your
mg. You'll find it relaxing and
enating, as well. Study up on
a topic you used to know nothing
about.
l-AprllI9)
artner is a
u'll do much
the help
rton
Virgo (Aug, 23-
Today is an 8 -
easier to afford
the next few days. IS is good,
ecause you're just about in the
mood to shop hard.
Tau us (Apr1l20-May
To is an 8 - There's no point
in bat you can make bet-
ter \lY f. Less creative people
do t all t e time but not you. Get
busy.
Cancer (June 22-Juiy 22)
Today is an 8 - Lucky for you, the
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 -You're coming
up with lots of good ideas. Don't
follow through on them quite yet.
Give yourself space to change your
mind a couple ofmore times.
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Youhave some-
thing of great value hidden away,
or lost. Youused to know where it
was. Find it and cash it in.
SagittariUS (Nov, 22-Dec. 21>-
Today is a 5 - It's important to
know what the others think but
don't let them change your mind.
Youdon't have all the facts, yet.
YOU HAVEN'T
GIVEN !"\E
ENOUGH
RESOURCES
TO DO!"\Y
PROJECT.)
BENCH HOME 4+ Bdrms, 2
Baths, 2 Car Garage, Fenced
Bkyd, Patio & Deck. Sewer!
Grbg Incl. All Appliances &
WI D Hkps. $1000. Pets Neg
wi Dep. Work In Exchange for I I
Dep. 284-724 PART-TIME
ROOMMATE I EARN $$$ WHILE YOU
1- . LEARN
Real estate Investor seeks
apprentice. Training and
mentoring. Make a $$$ for-
tune helping other families.
For free Information call 866-
862-6765.
THAT'S BECAUSE
YOUR PROJECT ISN'T
I!"\PORTANT AND
NEITHER ARE YOU.
11/18/08
1 0 1:I
1 3
3 8
1:I 0
3 1
3 H ::>
lMO
3 S
::> S
'tJ 3
3 S
>l \f 3 d S
1:I 3 H 1 0
I 1 1 'tJ d
49 Brief death
notices
52 Tavern
orders
53 Actor Astin
55 Afore
56 Dallas sch.
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Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan, 19)
Today is an 8 - An important
person needs your assistance.
You can provide the ways and the
means. As you do, you become
even more prosperous, by becom-
ing indispensable.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb, 18)
Today is a 8 -Work on your.
plan, and 't b disappointed if
it seem g slowly. There
are a lot of to consider, and
now's the t me to do it.
Pisces (Feb. 19
Today is an 8 - S
papers and fig
you have an
can do it the other
too. Make your list
your balance.
06, TIUBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
ed by McClatchy-
e Information Services.
THIS
TOOK
AN UGLY
TURN.
WOULD. YOU
!"\IND NOT
EXHALING
SO !"\UCH IN
!"\Y OFFICE?
\
I HAVE A
DEGREE IN
!"\ARKET!NG.
I
WHY
AREN'T
YOVR
LIPS
!"\OVING?
{
\\') IT
. BSUCLuBS/
ORGANIZATIONS
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need paid survey
takers In 8Qlse. 100% FREE
to Join click on surveys;
RFNT IT
HOMES
,yeaa1k& ltv:
New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation
Investment Properties
Jessica Hunt
~ealEstate
Professional
wwwJesslcahunt.com
C208.412.1677
F208.~JJ.4S87
jhunriPhollandreally.lnfo
stlliUt' 0
to Home
Ownership!
Prequalily today at
~Ida[~f!ci{ff~.~fJ~.com
bn.lIlShl royouf!y
IJilh(ll'ou~i"g 'lId I-'jnan~ AnddilJio ...
'1-866-432-406.6
FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED for fumlshed town-
house No petsl smoking. $4501
month & utilities. 283-7919
"1 LI IT
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new In
crate with lifetime wsrranty,
Ust $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464,
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH Stain Resis-
tant. t Lifetime warranty. t Still
In bcxes.t Retail $1395. Must
selll $499.t 888-1464.
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS set brand new
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7-PIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-In-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 888-
1464.
FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED-QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
still In plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can de-
liver. 921-6643.
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set, Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sail $399.
855-9688
Mattress, king pillow-top mat-
tress & box. Never used. Still
in factory wrapper. Cost $550,
sacrifice $295. (208) 919-
3080.
Pool table. 8 ft. table, 1" slate,
leather pockets, Aramith balls,
ace. pkg. Included. 'New in
box. Cost $4,500, sell $1,450.
(208) 362-7150.
Dining set, cherrywood, 63"
hutch & Buffet, 78" table w/2
leaves, 6 curved back chairs.
Dovetail drawers. Side server
also available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (208) 362-
7150.
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction. Sleigh
bed, 2 nlghtstands, dresser wI
mirror, tall chest, 1V armoire,
dovetail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
$2,900. (208) 362-7150.
ELECTRONICS
DISCOUNT COM-
PUTERSTORE
RJM Computers in Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Intemet service, 4524 Over-
land Road in Boise. (208) 472-
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwlre Wire-
less Intemet account. FREE
technical support, call 472-
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
WORK IT
COMICS
\\'0 RK IT
SONIC DRIVE-IN
··IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full end Part time positions
available. Flexible hOUTS.
Competitive Wages. Apply at
any of the 8 Treasure Valley
Sonic Drive-In locations. OTHER
MAKE MONEY with firstllne
part time while going to school
end full time In the summer.
We are the Nations Fastest
Growing Technology Compa-
ny- Paid rent, Tuition Bonus,
Paid Vacations, and More. Vis-
It gofirstllne.com or call Ryan
Alspach at (801)-310-1353
NATURAL REWARDS
12 career opornunltles avail-
able. work around school
schedule & at own pace. must
be ambitious, good leadership
skills. 'GREAT BONUSES'I
call Brad @ 208-922-9134 or
email gam-4620@yahoo.com
i~ ..
~.····.{'·!; ...C8nter··.,!.1II~1IIIIIII'j.u.:*;
, "TiijP,'\.,:
,'Ori"anCI ..,.. ...
(.. :....... )..
t.~·I~lps
fOtcunent and
·gn.duaUng
.··.dents
__ :_'oIEY'"
GREAT BENEFITS
(FOR PART TIMERS TOO!) .
NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Need your help contacting
members throughout the U.S.
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT·
EYEr~ING AND
WEEKEND SHiFf 5·20 to 40
HOURS A WEEK
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
'Medical/dental/vision
'Vacation and sick pay
'401(k)
'C/1eckout I$9 to $12 per houri
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL US AT 658-4888
Joe's Crab
Shack
Is Now Seeking
SERVERS, HOSTS
& BUSSERS
Appliconrs must have experience.
We offer excellent health
& dental benefits, paid vacation
and super employee discounts!
ApRfy in person
2288 North Garden St
(Next to Double Tree Riverside)
Ph: (208) 336--9370 " ex
CAREER FAIR!
MONDAY, NOV. 20
12Noon-7PM
1510 W OVERLAND IN MERIDIAN
~BODltY RV
REil.DY TO,lAUr,CH YOUP. CAREER?
BODLY RV IS A GREAT PLACE TO WORK!
qw, IIJJ., "- q..J SjJ
OlE TO 0lR CON11NUED GROWTH,WE ARE
CURRENTLY HRNG IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!
SALES - PARTS - SERVICE
GREAT STARTING SALARY, BENEFfTS,
TRAINING. FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
CANT MAKE IT IN PERSON?
(177) 147 ... 21, ASK FOR scon
~TINA. ,{OU WERE ONL'f "2
SUPPOSED TO DOCUMENT •
OUR PROJECT STATUS. ~
NOT REWRITE THE j
ENTIRE SCOPE. §
OUR CEO LOVES THE
NEW PROJECT SCOPE.
WE'LL EXPECT ,{OU TO
DO THAT WITHOUT
EXTRA RESOURCES.
OUR. PROJECT SCOPE I
HAS VASTL '( EXPANDED. •
SO WE'LL ALL NEED TO ~
PULL TOGETHER AS A i
TEAM.
)
IS IT TOO LATE
FOR ME TO BAIL OUT
BEFORE THIS PROJECT
BECOMES A BLIGHT ON
M'{ CAREER?
l
I ALREAD'{
PUT THE TEAM
PHOTO ON OUR
COFFEE CUPS.
6AAAH!
'\,\ I
~•--
IS THIS A
"NEENER-NEENER N
SITUATION OR
MORE OF A
"WHO'S '(OUR
DADD'{?*?
)
"', . ci "
Classified ads may be placed four ways: on our website at,
.www.arblteronllne.com. email: ciasslfieds@arblteronllne.
com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive. (across frpm the SUB). .
, b
DOWN
1 Take over
2 Free from strife
3 London stage
4 Shreds
5 Ticks off
Crossword
,(OU HAVEN'T
GIVEN ME
ENOUGH
RESOURCES
TO DO M'{
PROJECT. )
ACROSS
1 Smith and Page
7 Coolidge's
nickname
10 Q-lip, e.g.
14 Leftover ones
15 Caesar's hail
16 Cocoyam
17 Gives one's
address?
18 EI_
19 Shade trees
20 Chicago tower
.21 Videos channel
22 Oxford needs
23 Devours
24 Cure starter?
25 Capital of the
Comoros
26 Crumple and
squeeze
28 Dudley Do-
Right, e.g.
29 Oozed
30 Can. province
31 "A Is Born"
32 Western Pacific
hurricane
35 Nocturnal fliers
39 Sellout letters
40 Withstand
45 London so long
47 Type of diver
48 Agassi's game '
49 Roulette bet
50 Fishing poles
51 Hunter of stars
52 Pres. Lincoln
53 Eliot's Marner -
54 Porter or stout
55 Yale man
56 Legislative house
57 Sicilian
landmark
58 Out of the bus.
59 Hasbro
competition
60 Goes bad
61 Serpentine
curve
62 AI and Bobby of
auto racing
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11/18/08
Queen orthopedic pillow-top _~--:
mattress box. New In plas-
tic. Cost $400, sacrifice $195.
(208) 919-3080.
Solutions6 Puncture sound
7 Desert growth
8 Tel_-Jaffa f-:S+:=tl+3~~~
9 Headed up 1 3 .L
10 Thomas Eliot 1-3+1~'rJ~tt'-:'-
11 Boxer Jersey Joe S
12 Neighbor of Iran ~-+-+-
13 More
domineering
21 Speed stat
22 Rawls or Reed
24 Molting
25 Took the A-1 to
London
27 Court divider
28 #6 on the dial
30 Expression of
surprise
33 Paid athlete, for
short
34 Born in Cannes
35 Supreme Court
opening month
36 Cabby's query
37 Not severe
38 Guadalajara
women
41 Short races
S 1 0 l:l
V N .L 3
l:l 3 3 8
NOICIO
INN 3 .L
l:l 3 3 H ::>
SlMO
42 Set apart
43 Sleeping pill
44 Dangling
ornaments
46 Tin lin
47 Presidential
initials
49 Brief death
notices
52 Tavern
orders
53 Actor Astin
55 Afore
56 Dallas sch.
HOROSCOPES
Today's Blrthda .;91-16-06)
This year i t cleaning out
closets, a ing old projects.
Youdo a them all, just
chec ff your lists. Ge,,,,,..,y
l-AprllI9)
artner is a
u'll do much
the help
rton
Tau us (Apr1l20-May
To .is an 8 - There's no point
in at you can make bet-
ter.... " f. Less creative people
do It all the time but not you, Get
busy.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - Finally, there's
time to relax. Sure there wlII be
a few stickers to pick out ofyour
clothing. Take a nice walk in the
park anyway, off the beaten path.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 - Lucky for you, the
BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
best things in life are still free. You
'knowwhat they are, too. Surround
yourself with them.
CaprIcorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 -An important
person needs your assistance.
You can provide the ways and the
means. As you do, you become
even more prosperous, by becom-
ing indispensable.
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Yis a 6 • Catch up on your
g. You'll find it relaxing and
enating, as well. Study up on
a topic you used to know nothing
about.
AquarIus (Jan. 20-Peb. 18)
Today is a 8 -Work on your.
plan, and d 'be disappointed if
it seem g slowly. There
are a lot of to consider, and
now's the t me to do it.
BENCH HOME 4+ Bdrms, 2
Baths, 2 Car Garage, Fenced
Bkyd, Patio & Deck. Sewerl
Grbg Incl. All Appliances .&
WI D Hkps. $1000. Pets Neg
wI Dep. Work In Exchange for I . 1
Dep.284-724 PART-TIME
,I ROOMMATE 1 EARN $$$ WHILE YOU
'---------. LEARN
Real estate Investor seeks
apprentice. Training and
mentoring. Make a $$$ for-
tune helping other families.
For free Information call 866-
862-6785.
Virgo (Aug. 23-
Today is an 8 -
easier to afford
the next few days. IS is good,
, ecause you're just about in the
mood to shop hard.
Pisces (Feb. 19
Today is an 8 -
papers and fig
you have an
can do it the other
too. Make your list
your balance.
LIbra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 -You're coming
up with lots of good ideas. Don't
follow through on them quite yet.
Give yourself space to change your
mind a couple of more times.
ScorpIo (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Youhave some-
thing of great value hidden away,
or lost, Youused to know where it
was. Find it and cash it in.
SagIttarIus (Nov"22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - It's important to
know what the others think but
don't let them change your mind ..
Youdon't have all the facts, yet.
, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
ed by McClatchy-
e Information Services.
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THATS BECAUSE
'{OUR PROJECT ISN'T
IMPORTANT AND
NEITHER ARE ,{OU.
THIS
TOOK
AN UGL '{
TURN,
WOULD ,{OU
MIND NOT
EXHALING
SO MUCH IN
M'{ OFFICE?
\
I DON'T LIKE TO
JUDGE PEOPLE B'{
THEIR LOOKS. BUT I'M
GOING TO MAKE AN
EXCEPTION fOR ,{OU.
SOMETHING TELLS
ME THAT ,{OU AND I
WILL BE BUTTING
HEADS.
